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Introduction

T HE overriding goal of advanced space propulsion is to reduce
the costs of doing space missions, and to enable totally new

types of missions that basically could not be performed (even at
essentially unlimited cost) with existing technology.

For example, with Earth-launch costs on the order of $10,000
per kilogram (comparable to the current cost of gold!) of delivered
payload, one important application of advanced propulsion is to
reduce the cost of access to space (and transportationonce in space),
both in the initial Earth-launch vehicle and then in the in-space
vehicles, by reducing the total mass (most of which is propellant)
that must be launched from Earth. This can be achieved by either
developingmore ef� cient, higher-performance(i.e., higher speci� c
impulse Isp/ propulsion technologies,or by reducing the propellant
requirements by reducing dry mass, mission velocity 1V , and so
on. (Note however that launch cost is strongly driven by launch
frequency;1 thus, some advanced propulsion concepts attempt to
both improve performance and increase launch rate.)

A second goal of advanced propulsion is the ability to perform
previously “impossible” missions. An example of an impossible
mission is attemptingan interstellarmission using chemical propul-
sion. No matter how large the rocket, no matter how many stages it
has, you simply cannot achieve the speeds (typically at least 10% of
the speed of light) required for a practical interstellarmission using
a chemical propulsion system. More generally, it is not practical to
performa space mission where the mission 1V is greater than a few
(e.g., two to three) times the propulsion system’s exhaust velocity
Vexhaust or, equivalently, Isp.

Ultimately, theperformanceof any rocket is limitedby the Rocket
Equation (� rst derived in 1903 by Konstantin E. Tsiolkovsky):2

M0=Mb D exp.1V=gc Isp/ (1)

M0 D Mb C M p (2)

where M0 is the initial (wet) mass, Mb the � nal burnout (dry)
mass, 1V the velocity change, gc the unit conversion between
1V and Isp (gc D 9.8 m/s2 for Isp in lbf-s/lbm [seconds] and 1V
in m/s2), Isp the speci� c impulse, and Mp the propellant mass.
Additionally,

Mb D Mdry C Mpayload (3)

where Mdry is the propulsion system dry mass (without propellant)
and Mpayload is the mass of payload (everythingthat is not propulsion
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system dry mass). The wet mass of the vehicle M0 is an exponential
functionof the speci� c impulse Isp and the requiredmissionvelocity
1V , as well as the dry mass Mb of the vehicle, with the dry mass
of the vehicle being in turn a strong function of the propulsion sys-
tem dry mass Mdry . Historically,much of the emphasis in advanced
propulsion technology has focused on increasing Isp because of its
major impact on the Rocket Equation. Thus we see the progression
from chemical (Isp around 200–500 lbf-s/lbm [2–5 km/s]) to elec-
tric (Isp around 1000–10,000 lbf-s/lbm [10–100 km/s]) to nuclear
(Isp around 1000 lbf-s/lbm [10 km/s] for � ssion to 10,000,000 lbf-
s/lbm [100 km/s] for antimatter). However, another approach is to
reduce the propulsion system dry mass. This can be done using,
for example, in� atable structures, micropropulsioncomponents, or
beamed-energy concepts, where the energy source for the propul-
sion system is taken completely off of the vehicle.

Another approach is to reduce the total 1V that must be supplied
by the propulsion system. This can be done through aerodynamic
means (aeroassist) to slow down, or by gravity assist or aerogravity
assist to speed up. Also, some of the 1V can be shifted from the
space vehicle to a � xed ground-basedor space-based system, such
as by using a launch catapult or a tether.

Finally, the most extremeapproachis to “cheat” the Rocket Equa-
tion by using some technique to circumvent the assumptioninherent
in its use. Speci� cally, the Rocket Equation assumes that all of the
propellant being used is carried onboard the vehicle. However, this
neednotbe thecase.For example,a jet enginecarriesa small amount
of onboard fuel, but it collects a much larger mass of “free” (free
as far as the Rocket Equation is concerned)air for propulsion.Sim-
ilarly, in space it is possible to collect energy (e.g., solar-thermal
or solar-electric power systems), momentum (e.g., solar sails), or
propellant mass (e.g., propellants made from lunar or Martian re-
sources) from extraterrestrial resources. Because you do not carry
everything with you from the start, but collect energy, materials,
etc., as you travel, it is possible to get a major multiplication in
performance as compared to the basic, inherent limitations of the
Rocket Equation.

Thus, as shown in Table 1, we can categorize the various ad-
vanced propulsionconceptsby their impact on the Rocket Equation.
For example, advanced chemical, nuclear, and electric propulsion
concepts seek to increase Isp. Concepts such as micropropulsion
and beamed-energy propulsion seek to reduce the dry mass of the
propulsion system by either using ultralightweight components, or
by taking part of the propulsion system (e.g., the energy source) off
of the vehicle. The 1V that must be provided by the propulsion
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Table 1 Categorization of advanced space propulsion concepts

Circumvent
Increase Reduce Reduce the Rocket

Concept Isp dry mass 1V Equation

Advanced Chemical X —— —— ——
Nuclear X —— —— ——
Electric propulsion X —— —— ——
Micropropulsion —— X —— ——
Beamed energy —— X —— ——
Beamed momentum —— —— —— X
Aero/gravity assist —— —— X ——
Launch-assist catapults —— —— X ——
Tethers —— —— X ——
Extraterrestrial resource —— —— —— X

utilization
Breakthrough physics —— —— —— X

system is reduced or eliminated by concepts such as aero/gravity
assist, launch-assist catapults, or tethers. Also, extraterrestrial re-
sources can be processed to provide an unlimited supply of pro-
pellants, thus eliminating the need to carry all of the propellant
needed from the beginning of the mission. Alternatively, beamed-
momentum (e.g., solar sail) propulsion can eliminate the need for
any propellantby using momentum sources available in space (e.g.,
solar photons). Finally, it might be possible to develop totally new,
breakthrough physics theories that make 20th century models like
relativity and quantum mechanics seem as quaint and outmoded as
19th century models like Newton’s equationsof motion and gravity
or Maxwell’s � eld equationsof electromagnetism.The remainderof
the paper discusses these major categories of advanced propulsion
concepts.

Advanced Chemical Propulsion
Since the earliest days of rocketry, there has always been a de-

mand for improvements in chemical propulsion. These improve-
ments have involved several areas, such as increased speci� c im-
pulse Isp, reducedstagedrymass (e.g., lighterengines,tanks,valves,
etc., or higher propellant density), engine throttleablity, increased
storage lifetime, or improved safety. In each case the improvements
have been sought to address a particular mission performanceneed.

This sectiondealswith a varietyof advancedchemical-propellant
systems ranging from near-term advanced solid- and liquid-
propellant systems, to high-energy fuels and oxidizers, to far-term,
very advanced chemical propellants employing, in some cases,
atomic (free-radical) or excited metastable species to achieve the
maximum possible Isp that can be derived from chemical bond en-
ergies. Also, a discussion of low-temperature thermal control con-
cepts is given because of the need to store many of these advanced
chemicalpropellantsat cryogenictemperaturesfor extendedperiods
of time.

Hybrid Solid Rockets
A typical solid rocket motor is very simple; it consists of a high-

pressuremotorcaseandnozzle,a solid-propellant“grain,” andan ig-
nitor. Typical speci� c impulse Isp performanceranges from 260 lbf-
s/lbm (2.55 km/s) for the space shuttle solid rocket boosters to 290–
300 lbf-s/lbm (2.84–2.94 km/s) for high-performance upper-stage
motors used in space. The inherent simplicity of a solid rocket mo-
tor results in a relatively low-stage tankage fraction (TF) of around
10%, where TF is de� ned as the mass of motor case, nozzle, ignitor,
etc. (i.e., the dry or empty mass of the motor without propellant)
divided by the usable mass of propellant.

By contrast, in a hybrid solid/liquid-propellant rocket,3 a liquid
oxidizer is sprayed onto a solid-fuel grain during the combustion
process. (A corresponding “reverse” hybrid uses a liquid fuel and
solid oxidizer.)The hybrid-solid/liquid motor attempts to overcome
some of the disadvantages of a pure-solid motor (e.g., single-shot
use, no throttleablity,modest Isp) while maintaining its advantages
(e.g., low-stage tankagefraction,high thrust,simplicity,and reliabil-
ity); for example, a hybrid motor can be stopped and restarted (and

throttled to control thrust),whereas a pure solid has a one-shot burn
to completion. Also, a hybrid can use higher-energy fuels and oxi-
dizers (e.g., liquid oxygenvs solid ammonium perchlorate)because
the propellants are physically separated to achieve a higher Isp. The
primary disadvantage is the added complexity and dry weight (and
reduced reliability) of the liquid-propellant storage and feed sys-
tem; nevertheless, there continues to be much research into hybrid-
solid/liquid rockets with conventional propellants as well as for the
exotichigh-energydensitymaterials (HEDM) propellantsdiscussed
below.

“Green” Propellants
Although not typically possessinga particularly high Isp, a num-

ber of liquid-propellantsystems have been investigated(or reinves-
tigated) in recent years because of their relatively benign environ-
mental impacts. For example, the monopropellanthydrogen perox-
ide (H2O2) can be dif� cult to use, but its reaction/decomposition
products are much more environmentally friendly than a monopro-
pellant like hydrazine (N2H4). Similarly, the monopropellant so-
lution of hydroxyl-ammonium nitrate (HAN)4 in water has been
studied because of its relative ease of handling, and because, in the
event of a propellantspill, HAN decomposes to nitrate fertilizers in
the soil.

High-Energy Chemical Propellants
Liquid-oxygen/liquid-hydrogen (O2/H2) propulsion represents

the state of the art in liquid propulsion. Large, pump-fed engines
using O2/H2 (e.g., Pratt and Whitney RL-10, Space Shuttle main
engine) are capable of speci� c impulse values in excess of 450 lbf-
s/lbm (4.4 km/s). Smaller, pressure-fed O2/H2 engines suitable for
robotic planetaryspacecrafthave an Isp of 423 lbf-s/lbm (4.15 km/s).
However, the high Isp can be offset by the high dry mass of tanks and
feed systems required to store cryogenic propellants (e.g., passive
insulation as well as active refrigeration is required for long mis-
sions to eliminate boiloff losses). Thus, there has been an ongoing
search for propellant systems that are willing to sacri� ce high Isp in
order to minimize the need for “hard” cryogens like liquid hydro-
gen (20 K liquid storage temperature).For example, “soft” cryogens
like liquid oxygenor methane (CH4) can be stored at around 100 K;
these are often referred to as space storablebecause they can be pas-
sively stored in space without the need for active refrigeration.Even
more desirable are Earth-storable propellants that can be stored at
near room temperature. Table 2 lists some representative chemical
propulsion systems, ranging from today’s work-horse propellant
combinations like Earth-storable nitrogen tetroxide/monomethyl
hydrazine (N2O4/CH3N2H3, NTO/MMH) and cryogenic O2/H2,
through the advanced space-storable propellants discussed next,

Table 2 Representative chemical propulsion systems

Ref. Isp
a

System Type lbf-s/lbm km/s

NTO/MMH Earth storable 317 3.11
O2/H2 Cryogenic (20 K) 423 4.15
O2/CH4 Space storable 330 3.23
CIF5/N2H4 Space storable 329 3.22
OF2 /C2H4 Space storable 375 3.68
N2F4/N2H4 Space storable 358 3.51
F2 /N2H4 Space storable 376 3.68
OF2 /C2H6 Space storable 370 3.63
OF2 /B2H6 Space storable 325 3.19
Atomic hydrogen

15% (wt.) in H2 Cryogenic (<4 K) 740 7.2
100% Cryogenic (<4 K) 2100 20.6

Metastable He Cryogenic? 3150 30.9
Metallic H Cryogenic? 1700 16.7

aReference Isp for contemporary and advanced chemical systems shown for en-
gineconditionsappropriate tosmall, pressure-fedplanetaryspacecraft propulsion
systems (100 lbf [445 N] thrust rocket engine, combustion chamber pressure of
100 psi [0.689 MPa], and nozzle area ratio of 81). Ideal Isp shown for HEDM
propellants.
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to the exotic, far-term HEDM propellants like atomic hydrogen
(discussed below).

Several space-storable � uorinated propellants were investigated
in the in the late 1960s throughthe early1980sby the U.S. Air Force
and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for upper-stage applica-
tions and more recently by the Strategic Defense Initiative/Ballistic
Missile Defense Organization (SDI/BMDO) for ballistic-missile-
interceptor applications. ClF5/N2H4 , OF2/C2H4 , and N2F4/N2H4,
with Isp valuesof 329, 375,and 358 lbf-s/lbm (3.22,3.68,3.51 km/s),
respectively, were investigated. ClF5/N2H4 is attractive because of
the high boiling point of ClF5 , which allows storage in low Earth
orbit without active cooling. Additionally, it can be stored at room
temperatureundernormal tank operatingpressuresand is often con-
sidered Earth storable. All three combinations have been tested.

Also, F2/N2H4 , OF2/C2H6, and OF2/B2H6 have been investigated
in the past,but haveno current sponsor.The JPL workedon F2/N2H4

(� uorinated hydrazine) until NASA funding was terminated in the
early 1980s. F2/N2H4 has an Isp of 376 lbf-s/lbm (3.68 km/s) and is
an excellentperformer in both pressure- and pump-fed systems and
is space storable. OF2/C2H6 is also space storable and has an Isp of
370 lbf-s/lbm (3.63 km/s) .

The U.S. Air Force evaluated OF2/B2H6 primarily for
SDI/BMDO applications. With an Isp of 325 lbf-s/lbm (3.19 km/s),
hypergolicreactivity,space-storableusage, and decent performance
in both pump-fed and pressure-fedsystems, OF2/B2H6 seemed very
attractive. However, this system suffers from incomplete combus-
tion. Also, depositionproblemshaveoccurred,mainly in the injector
face ori� ce. Boron deposits were extreme enough to cause injector
burnout, thus severely impinging on performance capability.5

A variety of high-performance, SDI/BMD-developed micro-
propulsion technologies have been considered for robotic plane-
tary missions as a means of reducing spacecraft size (and allow-
ing the use of smaller, less expensive launch vehicles). However,
these SDI/BMD-class “smart rock” and “brilliant pebble” propul-
sion technologies have mission applications that are signi� cantly
different than those of typical planetary spacecraft. For example, a
typical SDI/BMD application involves an engine run time of a few
tens of seconds; typical planetary orbit insertion,landing,or takeoff
(for sample return missions) can require engine run times of min-
utes to hours. Thus, signi� cant technology development might be
required for application of SDI/BMD propulsion technologies for
planetary missions.

Finally, many chemical reactions provide a larger speci� c energy
release than the oxygen–hydrogen reaction but are unacceptable
rocket propellants because the reaction product, or a signi� cant
fraction thereof, is nongaseous. Tripropellant concepts attempt to
effectivelyutilize this energy by introducinghydrogen as a working
� uid in addition to the usual fuel and oxidizer. Beryllium-oxygen-
hydrogen and lithium-� uorine-hydrogen were investigated for this
application, but were found to not provide any signi� cant bene� ts
over F2/H2.6

Cryogenic Propellant Thermal Control
Passive thermal control methods are adequate for many space-

storablepropellants,although with the added mass of high-pressure
tanks (e.g., liquid oxygen [LO2] at 133 K at 20 atm [2 MPa] pres-
sure) and insulation.Also, there are spacecraftcon� guration issues,
such as keeping the propellant tanks from seeing hot spacecraft sur-
faces or the sun. However, active thermal control is required for
liquid hydrogen (LH2) for long-duration spacecraft missions. This
requirement represents the most signi� cant challenge that must be
overcome if LH2 is to be used in planetary spacecraft applications.

The thermodynamicvent is an advancedpassivecontroltechnique
that cansigni� cantlyextendthe rangeof passivethermalcontrolsys-
tem applicabilityby minimizing boiloff.Vuilleumier and molecular
sorption refrigerators are active thermal control options. Finally, a
hybrid combination of the thermodynamic vent and the sorption
refrigerator might prove attractive.

The Brilliant Eyes Ten-Kelvin Sorption Cryocooler Experiment
(BETSCE), � own on STS-77 in May 1996, was the � rst space
� ight of chemisorption cryocooler technology. BETSCE measured

and validated critical microgravityperformance characteristicsof a
hydride sorption cryocooler designed to cool long-wavelength in-
frared and submillimeter-wavelengthdetectors to 10 K and below.
The technology� ight validationdata providedby BETSCE will en-
able early insertion of periodic and continuous-operationlong-life
(>10 years), low-vibration, low-power-consumption, sorption re-
frigeration technology into future missions.

HEDM Chemical Propulsion Concepts
The Air Force Phillips Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base, and

the NASA Glenn Research Center have ongoing research programs
investigating HEDM chemical propulsion. In this approach high-
energy chemical species are added to “normal” propellants to in-
crease their Isp, density, thrust, or safety. Currently, these programs
are still in the basic research phase.

HEDM Additives
One example of a potential near-term HEDM system is the ad-

dition of a few percent by weight of strained-ring organic com-
pounds (e.g., cubane) or a � nely powdered metal to kerosene in a
conventional liquid-oxygen/kerosene rocket engine. Although not
dramatic, even small improvements in Isp can result in signi� cant
savingsby either reducingthe effective$/kg launchcost or by allow-
ing the use of smaller, less expensive launch vehicles. Also, adding
variousmetals or other compounds to a propellantcan both increase
Isp and produce a gelled propellant. In this case the primary bene� t
of the gelled propellantcan be its improved safety characteristicsas
a result of resistance to spilling or leaking.7

Ultra-High Isp HEDM Systems
In these systems a HEDM propellant is produced by adding a

high-energyatom or molecule to a cryogenicsolid. In this approach
the low temperaturehelps stabilizethe high-energycomponent,and,
in the case of free-radical atoms, the solid matrix “locks” the atoms
in lattice “holes” to prevent the atoms from diffusing through the
solid and recombining (which would prematurely release the en-
ergy stored in the atoms). For example, hydrogen (H), carbon (C),
or boron (B) atoms could be added to a solid molecular hydrogen
(H2) matrix; alternatively, oxygen atoms (O) or ozone (O3) could
be added to a solid molecular oxygen (O2) matrix. The solid pro-
pellants could then be burned in a hybrid-liquid/solid rocket using,
for example, a liquid-H2 fuel and a solid-O2 oxidizer doped with a
HEDM species.

Examples of potential far-term, ultra-high-performance cryo-
genic HEDM systems include atomic or free-radical hydrogen (H)
in a solid H2 matrix (at liquid-helium temperatures),8 electroni-
cally excited metastable triplet helium (He¤), and metallic hydro-
gen. Whereas the advancedchemical systems discussedearlierhave
been suf� ciently investigated to characterize their propulsion feasi-
bility, the far-term, ultra-high-performance cryogenic HEDM sys-
tems haveyet to have even their basic feasibilitydemonstrated.They
should be consideredhighly speculative,high-risk/high-payoffcon-
cepts that will require substantial research to determine their suit-
ability for propulsion applications. Nevertheless, the potential to
have chemical propellantswith an Isp comparable to that of nuclear
propulsion continues to spur interest in these systems.

For example, if it could be produced and stored, pure (100%)
atomic H wouldhavean ideal Isp of about2100lbf-s/lbm (20.6km/s);
even at a concentrationof only 15% (by weight) H in H2, the Isp is
740 lbf-s/lbm (7.2 km/s).9 For metastablehelium the ideal Isp would
be about 3150 lbf-s/lbm (30.9 km/s). Metallic hydrogen, if used as
a propellant, would be allowed to expand or relax to its normal
nonmetallic solid state, thus releasing the stored energy that was re-
quired to compress the solid to the metallic state. For a storedenergy
content 30 to 40 times that of trinitrotoluene,a speci� c impulse in
the 1700 lbf-s/lbm (16.7 km/s) range is expected. In principal, the
solid hydrogen could be further combinedwith an oxidizer (O2 , F2/
for additional chemical energy.

Metallic hydrogen also illustrates the tradeoffs involved in deter-
mining overall stageperformanceas a functionof Isp and propulsion
system dry mass. For example, the tankage factor of thousand- or
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Table 3 Overview of Nuclear propulsion concepts

Typical Isp

System lbf-s/lbm km/s

Fission
Solid core 800–1,000 8–10
Gas core 2,000–7,000 20–70
Pulsed (ORION) 2,500–150,000 25–1500
Fission fragment 106 107

Fusion 20,000–106 200–107

Antimatter/matter annihilation 107 108

million-atmosphere pressure diamond-materials tanks that might
be required to store metallic hydrogen at cryogenic temperatures
would need to be determined to assess overall stage performance
(i.e., does metallic hydrogen have a high enough Isp to compensate
for a high-stage dry mass).

Nuclear Propulsion
Research in nuclear � ssion and fusion energy sources, and their

application to space propulsion, has an exceptionally long history.
Becauseof theenormousenergydensitiespotentiallyavailablefrom
� ssion and fusion, nuclear energy was recognized early on as hav-
ing enormous potential for space exploration. (In fact, many early
science-� ction writers invoked atomic energy in their stories even
before we fully understood the physics involved.)Most of the work
in � ssion propulsion dates from the end of World War II and the
ManhattanProject (post-1945);however,somebasicplasma physics
research relating to magnetic con� nement fusion dates from the
1930s! For example, there was a large effort in nuclear � ssion
propulsion during the Space Race of the late 1950s, 1960s, and
early 1970s. An extraordinary range of ideas was proposed and
continues to be proposed.Table 3 summarizes the range of speci� c
impulses characteristicof the various � ssion, fusion, and antimatter
propulsion concepts.

Fission Propulsion
The energy available from a unit mass of � ssionable material is

approximately 107 times larger than that available from the most
energetic chemical reactions. Attempts to harness this energy have
taken three general approaches: � ssion reactors, � ssion pulse, and
direct use of fragments from the � ssion reaction. The reactor ap-
proachuses thermalenergyfroma � ssion reactorto heat a propellant
working � uid such as hydrogen, and then expand the heated hydro-
gen through a nozzle to produce thrust. All reactor-based concepts
are ultimately limited by the temperature limits of their materials of
construction;thus, the speci� c impulse of these systems range from
around800 lbf-s/lbm (8 km/s) for a solid-coreheat-exchanger� ssion
reactor, up to 7000 lbf-s/lbm (70 km/s) for a reactor core containing
a � ssioning gaseous plasma.

Higher speci� c impulses can only be achieved by eliminating
the need for a reactor core and using the actual � ssion products
as expellant. For example, in the ORION concept explosion debris
from a small atomic pulse unit would be used to drive the vehicle.
Finally, in the � ssion fragment approach daughter nuclei from the
� ssion reaction are used as the expellant.

Solid-Core Reactor Fission Propulsion
As shown in Fig. 1, propellant is heated in this engine as it passes

through a heat-generatingsolid-fuel core. An expandercycle drives
the turbopumps, and control drums located on the periphery of the
core control the reactivity of the reactor. Material constraints are
a limiting factor in the performance of solid-core nuclear rockets.
The maximum operating temperature of the working � uid (e.g.,
hydrogen)must be less than the meltingpoint of the fuel, moderator,
and core structural materials. This corresponds to speci� c impulses
of around800–900 lbf-s/lbm (8–9 km/s) with a thrust-to-weightratio
(T/W) or acceleration greater than one g (9.8 m/s2/.

Approximately $7 billion was invested in solid-core nuclear
rocket development in the United States from its inception in 1956

Fig. 1 Solid-core nuclear rocket concept.

Fig. 2 NERVA propulsion system mockup. (Reproduced with permis-
sion of Westinghouse.)

with Project Rover at the Los Alamos Scienti� c Laboratory (LASL,
now Los Alamos National Laboratory, LANL) until the end of re-
actor testing in 1972. This work was directed at the piloted Mars
mission and concentrated on the development of large, high-thrust
engines. A series of 23 reactors and engines based on hydrogen-
cooled reactor technology, ranging from 350–4500 MW and from
25,000–250,000lbs (110–1100kN) thrust,was builtand testingdur-
ing the 1960s and early 1970s. The cores of these reactors consisted
of clusters of fuel elements through which the hydrogen coolant
was passed. The � ssionable material in the graphite fuel element
was in the form of particles of uranium carbide coated with py-
rolytic carbon. The � ight-rated graphite engine that was developed
as a result of this program was called NERVA (Nuclear Engine for
Rocket Vehicle Application). This engine was designed to oper-
ate at 1500 MW, provide 333 kN of thrust at a speci� c impulse of
825 lbf-s/lbm (8.09 km/s) and have an engine weight of 10.4 metric
tons. It was engineeredfor a 10-hourlife and60operatingcycles.10;11

A mockup of the NERVA propulsion system is shown in Fig. 2.
A small nuclear rocket engine (SNRE)11 was designed by LASL

(nowLANL) thathad a 370-MW enginewith 72.6 kN of thrust.Two
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Fig. 3 Nuclear thermal rocket development.

engine designs, both weighing 2.6 metric tons, were proposed: one
that operated at a speci� c impulse of 875 lbf-s/lbm (8.58 km/s), and
an advanced design that operated at a speci� c impulse of 976 lbf-
s/lbm (9.56km/s).The SNRE was engineeredfor a 2-hourlife and 20
operating cycles. It used a zirconium-hydridemoderator to provide
the necessary neutronic reactivity in the small core and a high-
performance composite (UC-ZrC-C) fuel element.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the NERVA engine de-
velopment program was very near completion when terminated
in 1972 (see Fig. 3). The next step would have involved a � ight
demonstration in Earth orbit. Since that time, there has been some
limited work by NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC, formerly
NASA Lewis Research Center) on fuels and materials; also, sev-
eral NERVA-derivative engines, which would employ modern ma-
terials, turbopumps, and turbopump cycles to take NERVA perfor-
mance into the 900 lbf-s/lbm (9 km/s) Isp range, have been pro-
posed by GRC. Additionally, LANL has investigated the issues of
groundtestingof nuclearrocketssuch thatmodernenvironmentalre-
quirementsare satis� ed.12 Finally, solid-corenuclear thermal rocket
propulsion technologydevelopmenthas been ongoing in the former
Soviet Union; as with chemical and electric propulsion technol-
ogy, the free exchange of information now possiblehas alerted U.S.
researchers to a number of innovative technical approaches devel-
opedby their Russiancounterparts.Thus, solid-corenuclearthermal
rocket propulsion (including the liquid-oxygen [LOX]-augmented
and bimodal variants discussed next) represents a relatively ma-
ture advanced propulsion technology. By contrast, the more far-
term � ssion-thermal concepts, such as the particle-bed, gas-core,
� ssion-pulse, and � ssion-fragment systems, should be considered
progressivelymore speculativeand less well de� ned.

LOX-Augmented Nuclear Thermal Rocket
Current NERVA-type nuclear-thermal-rocket(NTR) engine ma-

terials technology requires the use of chemically reducing propel-
lants (e.g., hydrogen,ammonia, etc.); stronglyoxidizingpropellants
like liquid oxygen (LOX) cannot be used because they would attack
the nuclear fuel and engine materials. One way to use oxygen pro-
pellant is the LOX-augmented nuclear thermal rocket (LANTR)
concept,13 originated by NASA Glenn Research Center, which in-
volves the use of a conventionalH2 propellantNTR with O2 injected
into the nozzle. The injected O2 acts like an afterburner and oper-
ates in a reverse-scramjetmode. This makes it possible to augment
(and vary) the thrust (from what would otherwise be a relatively
small NTR engine) at the expense of reduced Isp (i.e., 940 lbf-s/lbm

[9.21 km/s] Isp and 15,000-lbf [67 kN] thrust in pure-H2 NTR mode
vs 647 lbf-s/lbm [6.34 km/s] and 41,300-lbf [184 kN] in LANTR
mode at an oxidizer-to-fuelratio of 3).

There are several potential bene� ts of the LANTR concept. For
example, the cost of ground-test facilities for NTR testing scale
with engine thrust (because of the need to scrub the engine ex-
haust of any nuclear materials); this approach can enable low-cost
testing of a small NTR engine capable of producing high thrust in
LANTR mode. (The LANTR mode could be tested in a nonnuclear
facility separately from the NTR engine testing by using resistively
heated [i.e., nonnuclear heated] H2.) Additional systems-levelben-

e� ts include reduced gravity losses for liftoff from the moon or for
escape/capture in low Earth orbit. Also, because of the potential
to use free O2 made on the Moon it should be possible to reduce
the mass (and correspondingEarth-launchcosts) of propellantsthat
must be supplied from the Earth. Finally, the O2 used in the LANTR
engine could be derived from several extraterrestrial sources in ad-
dition to Earth’s Moon, such as water from the moons of Mars or
the outer planets, or carbon dioxide from the atmosphere of Mars.

Current work in this area involves mission analysis studies. Also,
researchersat NASA GRC recentlydemonstratedLANTR-type su-
personic combustion of oxygen and hydrogen in the supersonic
gas � ow of hot hydrogen in a rocket nozzle. The hydrogen was
preheated (upstream of the nozzle) in a nonnuclear, electrically
heated heat-exchangercore to simulate a NERVA reactor core.

Bimodal Hybrid Nuclear-Thermal/Nuclear-Electric Propulsion
In this concept14 NTR (e.g., solid-core NERVA) is used for high

T/W maneuvers in a high-gravity � eld to minimize gravity losses
and trip time. Then, outside of the deep gravity well of a planet
or moon the system switches over to a nuclear-electric propulsion
(NEP) mode for low-T/W, high-Isp interplanetary transfer. Electric
power for the NEP system is obtained by operating the nuclear-
thermal rocket reactor at a low thermal power level (so that no NTR
H2 propellant is required for reactor thermal control) with a closed-
loop � uid loop (e.g., heat pipes or pumped � uid loop)used to extract
heat from the reactor. This thermal energy is in turn used in a static
or dynamic thermal-to-electricpower conversionsystem for electric
power production.Variousnuclear-thermal/nuclear-electric/electric
thrustercombinationsare possible; the most common approach is to
assume a solid-coreNERVA-type reactor combinedwith a dynamic
power conversion system supplyingelectric power to ion thrusters.

The mission bene� ts of this approach are highly mission depen-
dent because there is a tradeoff between the high T/W (e.g., ve-
hicle T/W > 0.1) and relatively low Isp (e.g., 800–1000 lbf-s/lbm

[8–10 km/s]) of the NTR mode and the low T/W (e.g., vehi-
cle T/W < 10¡3) and relatively high Isp (e.g., 2000–5000 lbf-s/lbm

[20–50 km/s]) of the NEP mode. For example, T/W impacts gravity
losses and thus overall or effective mission 1V , and the masses of
the various system components (e.g., NTR reactor and propellant
storage/feedsubsystemsand theNEP thermal-to-electricpowercon-
version, power conditioning, thruster, and propellant storage/feed
subsystems) impact the overall vehicle dry mass.

Finally, even without a dedicated NEP system the bimodal elec-
tric power approach can have bene� t by eliminating the need for a
separate,dedicatedelectric power system for the various spacecraft
systems. For example, the bimodal system can be used to supply
tens of kilowatts of electric power (kWe) for active refrigeration
and payload (e.g., crew life support in a piloted mission) power
requirements.

Particle-Bed Reactor Fission Propulsion
In the particle-bed (� uidized-bed, dust-bed, or rotating-bed) re-

actor the nuclear fuel is in the form of a particulate bed through
which the working � uid is pumped. This can permit operation at a
higher temperature than the solid-core reactor by reducing the fuel
strength requirements and thus give speci� c impulses of around
1000 lbf-s/lbm (10 km/s) and T/W greater than one.

BrookhavenNationalLabs (BNL)15 has investigatedthe rotating-
bed concept. The engine would have a power of 1050 MW, provide
a thrust of 230 kN, and have an engine weight of 4.2 metric tons.
The core of the reactor is rotated (approximately 3000 rpm) about
its longitudinal axis such that the fuel bed is centrifuged against
the inner surface of a cylindrical wall through which hydrogen gas
is injected. The fuel bed can be � uidized, but � uidization is not
essential. This rotating-bed reactor has the advantage that the ra-
dioactive particle core can be dumped at the end of an operational
cycle and rechargedprior to a subsequentburn, thus eliminating the
need for decay heat removal, minimizing shielding requirements,
and simplifying maintenance and refurbishmentoperations.

In the particle-bed concept a porous frit is used to contain the
nuclear fuel pellets in the (nonrotating) reactor core. However, the
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Fig. 4 Gas-core nuclear rocket concepts.

particle-bed concept suffers from a problem of not being able to
match power generation with coolant � ow. Research and analysis
of the particle-bed reactor was also supported by the Department
of Defense and the Strategic Defense Initiative Of� ce under the
Timberwind program. This was initially a classi� ed program, now
declassi� ed, that ran from the late 1980s to the early 1990s.16

Gas-Core Reactor Fission Propulsion
Short of using fusion or antimatter, the highest reactor core tem-

perature in a nuclear rocket can be achieved by using gaseous � s-
sionable material. In the gas-core rocket concept radiant energy is
transferred from a high-temperature � ssioning plasma to a hydro-
gen propellant. In this concept the propellant temperature can be
signi� cantly higher than the engine structural temperature. In some
designs the propellant stream is seeded with submicron particles
(up to 20%) to enhance heat transfer. Both open-cycle and closed-
cycle con� gurations have been proposed; Fig. 4 illustrates the two
concepts. Radioactive fuel loss and its deleterious effect on perfor-
mance is a major problem with the open-cycle concept. Fuel loss
must be limited to less than 1% of the total � ow if the concept is to
be competitive.

The open-cycle gas-core nuclear rocket17 relies on � ow dynam-
ics to control fuel loss. With both the open- and closed-cycle
concepts cooling the engine walls is a major engineering prob-
lem. For example, a radiator can be used to actively augment
the cooling of the gas-core engine. Speci� c impulse for a re-
generatively cooled engine is limited to approximately 3000 lbf-
s/lbm (30 km/s). However, addition of an active cooling sys-
tem for the engine structure, in addition to regenerative cool-
ing, permits use of a higher plasma temperature, resulting in a
speci� c impulse of up to 7000 lbf-s/lbm (70 km/s). An open-
cycle gas-core engine was estimated in the 1960s to weigh about

200 metric tons; more recent estimates by LANL result in a
60-metric-ton vehicle with a thrust of 15,000 lbf (67 kN).

Interestingly, the mission bene� ts of open-cycle gas-core � ssion
rockets are similar to those of fusion rockets (see the following) in
that they both are capable of performing ultrafast (i.e., <4 month
round-trip) piloted Mars missions. This is caused, in part, by the
higher T/W of the gas-core systems, even though the lower T/W
fusion systems can achieve a higher Isp.

The closed-cycle gas-core (“nuclear lightbulb”) nuclear rocket18

concept avoids the nuclear fuel loss of the open-cycle gas-core en-
gine by containing the nuclear plasma in a quartz capsule. Thermal
radiation from the plasma passes through the quartz capsule to be
absorbed by the hydrogen propellant. The nozzle and quartz wall
are regeneratively cooled by the hydrogen propellant. A stage us-
ing a large lightbulb engine (6000 MW power, 445 kN thrust, 56.8
metric tons engine weight) would be quite large (about 216 tons)
and have a low-stage mass fraction (0.57), although the speci� c im-
pulse would be almost 2080 lbf-s/lbm (20.4 km/s) with a T/W near
one. A small lightbulbengine (448 MW power, 44.7 kN thrust, 15.1
metric tons engine weight) has been designed to be small enough to
be compatible with the shuttle cargo bay with a speci� c impulse of
about 1550 lbf-s/lbm (15.2 km/s) and a T/W of about 0.3.

One of the critical issues for the open-cycle engine is the � uid
(gas) � ow dynamics used to contain the � ssioning plasma. A spher-
ical plasma con� guration was envisioned in the 1960s; however, a
more recentdesignfrom LANL,19 based on detailedcomputational-
� uid-dynamics computer models, is one in which the � ssioning
plasma is con� ned by swirl patterns into a torroidal (doughnut)
shape. Experimental work on this con� guration could be done us-
ing radio-frequencyheated (rather than � ssioning) plasmas.

Nuclear Pulse Rocket (ORION)
Better utilization of the energy yield from the � ssion reaction is

possiblewith thenuclearpulseconcept,wheremuchhighereffective
exhaust temperatures are possible because of the short interaction
time of the propellant with the structure of the vehicle (i.e., there is
no need to continuouslycontain a high-temperature� ssion plasma,
as in the gas-core � ssion concepts). Fission pulse propulsion was
the conceptual basis of the ORION project.20 In this concept small
� ssion pulse units (<0.1 kton explosive yield) would be dropped at
the rate of one pulseunit every1 to 10 s and explodedat a distanceof
from 100 to 1000 ft (30–300 m) from the vehicle.The blast from the
explosion interactswith a pusher plate,which transmits the impulse
to the vehicle through a shock attenuation system.

The ORION vehicle studied by NASA for piloted Mars missions
was 10 m in diameter, 21 m long, and had a loaded weight of 585
metric tons. The vehicle was to be assembled on orbit from propul-
sion, payload, and pulse unit modules launched into Earth orbit by
up to eight two-stage Saturn V launches. The mass fraction for the
propulsivestage (less payload)was 0.80. In this system some of the
pusher plate is also evaporated(ablated) to decrease the effective Isp

and to increase thrust; for example, the speci� c impulse was in the
range of 1840–2550 lbf-s/lbm (18.0–25.0 km/s) and with a T/W of
about 4. Approximately2000 pulse units would have been required
for a 250-day round-trip Mars mission.

Today, various international treaties forbid any atmospheric nu-
clear explosions, as well as forbidding nuclear weapon storage or
explosion in space. Even if these treaties were amended to per-
mit nuclear � ssion pulse propulsion in space, there would still be
formidable technological, operational, and political issues to be
overcome before an ORION system could ever be used. Never-
theless, tests on a subscale vehicle using chemical explosives were
performed in the early 1960s to demonstrate the pulse propulsion
concept. These tests did successfully demonstrate such features as
pulse unit feed and delivery, pulse detonation standoff distance and
timing, shock absorber operation, and pusher plate interaction with
the atmospheric shock wave from the (chemical explosive) explo-
sion. After approximately $11 million spent over seven years, re-
search on the ORION concept ended in 1965.
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Fission-Fragment Propulsion
Most � ssion propulsion concepts use energy from a � ssion reac-

tor to heat a propellant “working � uid” gas (e.g., hydrogen),which
then expands through a nozzle to produce thrust. Ultimately, en-
gine materials structural temperature limits restrict these systems
to speci� c impulses of less than 7000 lbf-s/lbm (70 km/s). Fission-
fragment propulsion involves permitting the energetic fragments
produced in the nuclear � ssion process to escape directly from the
reactor; thus, the � ssion fragments, moving with a velocity of sev-
eral percent of the speed of light, are the propellant working � uid.
Because these fragments are heavily ionized, they can be directed
by magnetic � elds to produce thrust for propulsion. Speci� c im-
pulse in excess of 1,000,000 lbf-s/lbm (104 km/s, corresponding to
an exhaust velocity of 3% of the speed of light) is possible.

A conceptual � ssion-fragment rocket system that uses nuclear
fuels like americium or curium to achieve a high speci� c im-
pulse and high speci� c power has been designed by the Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory and the Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory.21 Another approach to � ssion-fragment propul-
sionhasbeendevelopedin which the � ssionablematerial is arranged
as a sheet, somewhat similar to a solar sail.22 A related concept uses
antiprotons to induce the � ssion in the sail.23

Fission-fragmentpropulsioncan be considered for an interstellar
precursormissionor eventuallya near-star interstellar� yby mission
because of its potentially high speci� c impulse (e.g., 0.03c) and
high speci� c power. Additionally, � ssion-fragment propulsion can
be consideredfor fastplanetarymissionswhere highpower and high
speci� c impulse are required.

Fusion Propulsion
There are two principle schemes for providing the con� nement

necessary to sustain a fusion reaction: inertial con� nement fu-
sion (ICF) and magnetic con� nement fusion (MCF). These con-
� nement schemes result in two very different propulsion system
designs. There are literally dozens of different ICF, MCF, and
hybrid-ICF/MCF fusion reactor concepts;24 two possible systems
are discussednext and shown in Fig. 5. However, although there is a
signi� cant ongoing Department of Energy (DoE) program aimed at
demonstrating controlled fusion for terrestrial power plants, space-
based fusion propulsion systems are still highly speculative and
should be considered relatively far term. Even with a successful
DoE terrestrial fusion demonstration,developmentof a space-based
system would represent a signi� cant challenge.

In several cases these fusion propulsionconceptsare space-based
propulsion spin-offs of the types of fusion reactor technologybeing
developedby the DoE terrestrialfusion researchprogram.However,
it is important to remember that an important � gure of merit that has
driven the focus of DoE research is the desire to ultimately provide
a terrestrial reactor power system that provides low-cost electricity
(i.e., low dollars per kilowatt-hour) to consumers. Because the � g-
ures of merit for a propulsion system are so different (e.g., speci� c
impulse [Isp], speci� c mass [kg/kW of jet power], etc.), a fusion
reactor type (technology) selected for space propulsion and power
applicationsmight be very different than one selected for terrestrial
electric power production, although the need for high ef� ciency in
both types of systems might ultimately drive us towards similar
systems for both ground and space applications.

ICF—Pulsed Fusion
ICF requireshigh-powerlasers or particle beams to compress and

heat a pelletof fusion fuel to fusion ignitionconditions.In operation,
the pelletof fusion fuel (typicallydeuterium-tritium[D-T]) is placed
at the focusof severalhigh-powerlaserbeamsor particlebeams.The
lasersor particlebeams simultaneouslycompressandheat thepellet.
Compressionof the pellet is accomplishedby an equal and opposite
reaction to the outward explosion of the surface pellet material.
Heating of the pellet results from both the compression and the
inputted laser energy (or particle-beamkinetic energy). The pellet’s
own inertia is theoretically suf� cient to con� ne the plasma long
enough so that a useful fusion reactioncan be sustained;hence, this
fusion reaction is inertially con� ned.

Fig. 5 Fusion propulsion concepts.

MCF–Steady-State Fusion
In contrast to ICF, a MCF reactor con� nes the fusion plasma with

strong magnetic � elds. This can be accomplished because the fu-
sion plasma is composedprimarily of ions and electrons that can be
con� ned by magnetic Lorentz forces. The energetic fusion plasma
is carried to the magnetic nozzle along magnetic drift surfaces in
the reactor.For maximumperformancefor missionswithin the solar
system, it is necessaryto mix theplasmawith thepropellant(e.g.,hy-
drogen) to reduce the speci� c impulse and increase the thrust level.

Fusion Propulsion Mission Bene� ts
There are several missionbene� ts providedby fusion propulsion.

Present concepts for fusion propulsion systems are based on tech-
nology expected to be available early in the 21st century. Low-Isp

systemsarebest suited to two principalmission types:pilotedexplo-
rationof the solar system and interplanetarycargo hauling.High-Isp

advanced fusion systems might enable interstellar missions.
Studies suggest that an early bene� t of fusion propulsion would

be the potential for fast piloted missions to a wide variety of plan-
etary targets (e.g., Mars, Jupiter, Saturn). For example, the Vehi-
cle for Interplanetory Space Transportation Applications (VISTA)
ICF vehicle study25 indicated that a piloted ICF-powered space-
craft could accomplish a 60- to 100-day round-trip Mars mission
carrying 100 metric tons of payload. Piloted � ve-year round-trip
missions to Jupiterand Saturn also appear to be feasible.This is typ-
ical of the performance of fusion-powered spacecraft for missions
within the solar system; for these applications the Isp potential of
fusion (106 lbf-s/lbm [104 km/s]) is intentionally reduced to around
20,000 lbf-s/lbm (200 km/s) by additionof excesshydrogenworking
� uid to increasethrust.Becauseof the large1V capability(typically
hundreds of kilometers/second) and moderately high thrust levels
that might be available from fusion-powered spacecraft, they are
not as affected by launch windows as existing systems. In addition,
missions such as transporting large bulk cargo payloads, moving
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asteroids, or interstellar � ybys become feasible with advanced fu-
sion propulsion systems.

For example, a design study was conducted by the British Inter-
planetary Society to evaluate the feasibility of ICF for interstellar
travel. The vehicle was called Daedalus26 and was designed for an
interstellar � yby with a total 1V of 0.1c. Daedalus was engineered
as a two-stage vehiclewith a total mass at ignition of 53,500 metric
tons and a � nal payload of 830 metric tons. The burn time for each
stage was estimated to be about two years. The speci� c impulse for
each stage was approximately 106 lbf-s/lbm (0.03c).

Antimatter Propulsion
Matter–antimatter annihilation offers the highest possible physi-

cal energy density of any known reaction substance. The ideal en-
ergy density (E=M D c2) of 9 £ 1016 J/kg is orders of magnitude
greater than chemical (1 £ 107 J/kg), � ssion (8 £ 1013 J/kg), or even
fusion (3 £ 1014 J/kg) reactions.Additionally,the matter–antimatter
annihilation reaction proceeds spontaneously, therefore not requir-
ing massive or complicated reactor systems. These properties (high
energy density and spontaneousannihilation)make antimatter very
attractive for propulsivelyambitious space missions (e.g., interstel-
lar travel). This section describes antimatter propulsionconcepts in
which matter–antimatter annihilation provides all of the propulsive
energy; a related concept, in which a small amount of antimatter
triggers a micro� ssion/fusion reaction, is discussed next.

Antimatter Propulsion Issues
Not surprisingly, antimatter production, storage, and utilization

represent major challenges. Numerous fundamental feasibility is-
sues remain to be addressed, such as scaling up antimatter produc-
tion rates and ef� ciencies, storage in a high-density form suitable
for propulsion applications, and design and implementation of a
complete propulsion system containing all of the ancillary systems
required to contain the antimatter on the vehicle and ultimately use
it in a thruster. Nevertheless, research aimed at addressing these
issues is ongoing at a modest level.

Note that for a propulsion application,proton–antiprotonannihi-
lation is preferredover electron–positron (antielectron)annihilation
because the products of proton–antiprotonannihilation are charged
particles that can be con� ned/directed magnetically. By contrast,
electron–positron annihilation produces only high-energy gamma
rays, which cannot be directed to produce thrust and do not couple
their energy ef� ciently to a working � uid (and also require signif-
icant shielding to protect the vehicle and its payload). Thus, in the
annihilationof a protonpC and antiprotonp¡ , the initial annihilation
productsincludeneutralandchargedpions(¼ ± , ¼C, ¼ ¡/. In this case
the charged pions can be trapped and directed by magnetic � elds to
produce thrust. However, pions do possess mass (about 22% of the
initial proton–antiproton annihilation pair rest mass), so that not all
of the proton–antiproton mass is initially converted into energy (al-
though the pions subsequentlydecay into lighter particles and addi-
tional energy).This results in an energy densityof the initial proton–
antiprotonreactionof only 78% of the ideal limit or 6:8 £ 1016 J/kg.

For these reasons antimatter for propulsion applications is typi-
cally assumed to be in the form of antiprotons,neutralantihydrogen
atoms (an antiproton with a positron), or antimolecular hydrogen
(anti-H2). The antiproton is identical in mass to the proton but op-
posite in electricchargeandotherquantumnumbers.Antiprotonsdo
not exist in nature and currently are producedonly by energeticpar-
ticle collisions conducted at large accelerator facilities (e.g., Fermi
NationalAcceleratorLaboratory,FermiLab, and BNL in the United
States, the European Organization for Nuclear Research [CERN]
in Geneva, Switzerland, or the Institute for High Energy Physics
[IHEP] in Russia). This process typically involvesacceleratingpro-
tons to relativisticvelocities (very near the speed of light) and slam-
ming them into a metal (e.g., tungsten) target. The high-energypro-
tons are slowedor stoppedby collisionswith nucleiof the target; the
kinetic energy of the rapidly moving antiprotons is converted into
matter in the form of varioussubatomicparticles, some of which are
antiprotons.The antiprotonsare electromagneticallyseparatedfrom
the other particles. Note that antiprotons annihilate spontaneously

when brought into contact with normal matter; thus, they must be
contained by electromagnetic � elds in high vacuums. This greatly
complicates the collection, storage, and handling of antimatter. Fi-
nally, current production/capture/accumulation technology has an
energy ef� ciency of only about one part in 109 (i.e., 109 units of
energy are consumed to produce an amount of antimatter that will
release one unit of energy upon annihilation).27

Mission propulsion requirements for antimatter require mil-
ligrams (1021 antiprotons) of antimatter for simple orbit transfer
maneuvers, to tens of grams for interstellar precursors,23 to tons
antimatter for interstellar � ybys. Currently the highest antiproton
production/capture/accumulationlevel (not optimized for rate or ef-
� ciency) is of the order of 10 nanograms per year, althoughplanned
upgradesto CERN can increasethese productionrates by a factorof
10–100. Additionally, only a much lower level of antiprotons have
actually been collected, cooled, and stored after production.

Currently, portable antiproton traps are being developed that
would allow � lling of the trap at an antiproton production facil-
ity (e.g., CERN, FermiLab) and transporting the stored antiprotons
to a remote research facility. Pennsylvania State University (PSU)
completeda Mark I portableantiprotonPenningTrap in 1999. It was
designedto hold » 108 antiprotons.An improvedhigh-performance
antimatter trap,with a 10,000-foldhighercapacityis currentlyunder
construction at NASA Marshall Space� ight Center (MSFC).

The technology of scaling production, collection, and cooling
rates up to levels required by space missions is still very much
in the future. Additionally, the question of high-density storage of
antimatter has not been answered. Current concepts for antimatter
storage include storing it as neutral anti-H2 ice suspended in an
electromagnetictrap,as slightlychargedclusterionssuspendedin an
electromagnetic trap, and as individual antiprotons stored at quasi-
stable lattice points in solid-state crystals.

Antiproton-Catalyzed Micro� ssion/fusion Propulsion
An alternative approach to conventional VISTA-type fusion

propulsionsystems is the inertial-con� nement antiproton-catalyzed
micro� ssion/fusionnuclear (ICAN) propulsionconceptunder study
at PSU.28 In this approach to ICF propulsion, a pellet containing
uranium (U) � ssion fuel and deuterium-tritium(D-T) fusion fuel is
compressed by lasers, ion beams, etc. At the time of peak compres-
sion, the target is bombarded with a small number (108–1011) of
antiprotons to catalyze the uranium � ssion process. (For compari-
son, ordinaryU � ssionproducestwo to threeneutronsper � ssion;by
contrast, antiproton-induced U � ssion produces »16 neutrons per
� ssion.) The � ssion energy release then triggers a high-ef� ciency
fusion burn to heat the propellant, resulting in an expandingplasma
used to produce thrust. Signi� cantly, unlike pure antimatter propul-
sion concepts that require large amounts of antimatter (because all
of the propulsive energy is supplied by matter–antimatter annihila-
tion), this concept uses antimatter in amounts that we can produce
todaywith existingtechnologyand facilities.This technologycould
enable 100- to 130-day round-trip (with 30-day stop-over) piloted
Mars missions, 1.5-year round trip (with 30-day stop-over) piloted
Jupiter missions and three-year one-way robotic Pluto orbiter mis-
sion (all with 100-MT payloads).

A recent variationon the ICAN concept is AIMStar,29 which uses
an electromagnetic trap (rather than laser or particle beam implo-
sion) to con� ne a cloudof antiprotonsduring the antimatter-induced
micro� ssion step. This concept can enable the constructionof very
small systems (at least as compared to a conventional ICF VISTA
fusion rocket) because a large ICF-type pellet implosion system is
not required. Finally, as discussed in the section on Fission Frag-
ment Propulsion, a related antimatter-induced� ssion concept uses
antiprotons to induce � ssion in � ssionable material arranged as a
sheet, somewhat similar to a solar sail.23

Electric Propulsion
In electric propulsion, electric energy (from solar cells or a

nuclear-electric reactor) is used to energize the propellant work-
ing � uid to yield much higher speci� c impulses than those avail-
able from chemical reactions. This has the bene� t of dramatically
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reducing the propellant requirement for a given spacecraft velocity
change 1V or, alternatively,increasingthe ratio of � nal or dry mass
Mb divided by the initial or wet mass M0 of the vehicle.

Notehoweverthat theelectricpropulsionsystemmust carry along
an electric power supply to provide energy for the expelled propel-
lant; by contrast, chemical propellants constitute both their own
energy source and expellant mass. Thus, the overall mission bene� t
of electric propulsion involves a tradeoff between propellant mass
savings(becauseof higher Isp) and powersystemmass, as compared
to the chemical propulsion system.

Thus, chemical and electric propulsion systems have intrinsic
differences. For example, chemical propulsion is said to be energy
limited because the chemical reactants have a � nite amount of en-
ergy per unit mass (i.e., their enthalpy of combustion or reaction)
that ultimately limits their achievable exhaust velocity or speci� c
impulse. However, because the propellants are their own energy
source the rate at which energy is supplied to the propellant (which
is ultimately limited by the reaction kinetics) is independent of the
mass of propellant, so that very high powers and thrust levels can
be achieved. By contrast, electric propulsion systems are typically
not energy limited; an arbitrarily large amount of energy can be de-
livered (from the external solar- or nuclear-electric power system)
to a given mass of propellant so that the exhaust velocity (or Isp)
can be an order of magnitude larger than that of a chemical system.
Instead, electric propulsion systems are power limited because the
rate at which energy from the external source is supplied to the pro-
pellant is proportional to the mass of the power system. This has
the result of limiting the thrust of the electric propulsion system for
a given vehicle mass. Because of this, electric propulsion vehicles
are typically low T/W (i.e., low acceleration)vehicles.

Interestingly,even though electric propulsionvehicleshave a low
T/W they can have a larger total amount of impulse (Isp multiplied
by propellant mass) than a chemical system. Thus, even though
the chemical system can have a high T/W, its propellant is quickly
expendedat a low Isp. By contrast, the low-thrustelectric propulsion
system can be operated for hours to years and ultimately build up a
larger total impulse.

Thus, we see that in general terms electric propulsion can pro-
vide signi� cant mass savings, as compared to chemical propulsion,
because of its higher Isp. However, trip time bene� ts for electric
propulsion can be a complicated interplay between T/W and the
local gravity � eld. For example, low-T/W electric propulsion mis-
sions in cis-lunar space (e.g., low Earth orbit to geosynchronous
orbit or lunar orbit) are invariably slower than chemical because
the electric propulsion system is deep in the Earth’s gravity “well,”
(i.e., the electric propulsion system has a much lower T/W than
the local gravity � eld). By contrast, in heliocentric space the elec-
tric propulsion system has at least a medium T/W compared to
solar gravitation, so that with suf� cient T/W and system run time
(i.e., acceleration multiplied by time) the electric propulsion sys-
tem can achieve a much higher terminal velocity to reduce trip
time. Also, the higher Isp of the electric propulsion system al-
lows it to use less propellant mass than a chemical system would
need in order to � y a high-1V , short trip time trajectory. Thus,
for planetary missions electric propulsion trip times can be signi� -
cantly less than those of a chemical system, especially for the outer
planets where there is the opportunity for long run times for the
electric propulsion system to build up to a high terminal (cruise)
velocity.

Finally, we often tend to forget that as an advanced propulsion
technology electric propulsion actually has a long developmental
history stretching back almost 70 years. Considerable research and
development, culminating in several � ight experiments, was per-
formed in the 1960s during the heat of the Space Race. More
recently,variouselectricpropulsiondeviceshavebeenusedon com-
mercial and scienti� c spacecraft.

Electric Propulsion Subsystems
As shown in Fig. 6, an electric propulsion system consists of a

power (e.g., solar or nuclear) system, power conditioning, thruster,
and propellant storage and feed subsystem.

Fig. 6 Electric propulsion systems.

Power
Energy can be obtained from either sunlightor from a nuclear re-

actor. In the case of solarelectricpropulsion(SEP), solar photonsare
converted into electricity by solar cells. In nuclear electric propul-
sion (NEP), thermal energy from a nuclear reactor is converted into
electricity by either a static or dynamic thermal-to-electric power
conversion system. Static systems have the advantage of no mov-
ing parts for high reliability, but they have low ef� ciency (typically
<10%). Dynamic systems have moving parts (e.g., turbines, gener-
ators, etc.) and do not scale well for small systems, but they do have
higher ef� ciency (typically 20–30%). Interestingly, the economy of
scale seen with nuclear dynamic power systems allows a signi� -
cant reduction in system speci� c mass; for example, at 100 kWe the
power system might have a speci� c mass around 30–40 kg/kWe,
whereas at 100 MWe the speci� c mass might be less than 5 kg/kWe

(Ref. 30).

Power Conditioning
Power conditioning systems are required to convert the voltage

from the power system to the form required by the electric thruster.
For example, an SEP power system produces low-voltage dc (typi-
cally »100 V); this would need to be converted (via transformers,
etc.) to kilovolt levels for use in an ion thruster. By contrast, a Hall
thruster (see below) operates at about the same voltage level as the
solar arrays; thus, negligible power conditioning is needed for a
direct drive combination where the power system output matches
the thruster input. Finally, the power conditioning system is often
referred to as the power processing unit; this is in turn part of the
vehicle’s overall power management and distribution subsystem.

Thrusters
As shown in Table 4, various combinations of thruster and pro-

pellant are possible, depending on the speci� c application. These
are discussed in more detail next. Electric propulsion represents
an extremely active area of ongoing research and development
in the United States (NASA,31 U.S. Air Force,32 industry,33 and
academia34), Europe,35 Russia,36 and Japan.37

Types of Electric Thrusters
Electric propulsion thrusters can be divided into three broad cat-

egories. Electrothermal thrusters use electric energy to simply heat
the propellant and add additional enthalpy. Electrostatic thrusters
use charge potential differences to accelerate propellant ions. Fi-
nally, electromagnetic thrusters use electromagnetic body forces
.J £ B/ to accelerate a propellant plasma. Each of these three cate-
gories of thrusters is discussed next.

Electrothermal Thrusters
Electrothermal thrustersuse electricenergy to heat the propellant

by resistive heating for resistojets or by passing the propellant gas
througha plasma discharge.The plasma can be generated througha
high-current discharge in arcjets or pulsed electrothermal thrusters
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Table 4 Representative types of electric propulsion thrusters

Typical Isp

Thruster Typical electric power range lbf-s/lbm km/s

Electrothermal
Resistojets 100s of W 300–400 3–4
Arcjets

Hydrazine kW 500–600 5–6
Hydrogen 10s of kW 900–1,200 9–12
Ammonia kW to 10s of kW 600–800 6–8

Electrostatic (Xe propellant)
Gridded ion engines W to 100 kW 2,000–10,000 20–100
Stationary plasma thrusters 100s of W to 10s of kW 1,000–2,500 10–25
Thruster with anode layer 100s of W to 10s of kW 1,000–4,000 10–40

Electromagnetic
Magnetoplasmadynamic

Steady-state, lithium 100s of kW to MW 3,000–9,000 30–90
Steady-state, hydrogen >MW 9,000–12,000 90–120

Pulsed plasma thruster 10s to 100s of W (average) 1,000–1,500 10–15
Pulsed inductive thruster 10s of kW 3,000–8,000 30–80

Fig. 7 Resistojet schematic.

(PET) or by absorptionof microwaves in microwave electrothermal
thrusters (MET). Resistojets and arcjets represent state-of-the-art
electrothermal propulsion; they are used for attitude control and
stationkeepingon a wide variety of commercial satellites.The PET
and MET are still in the research phase.

Resistojets. In a resistojet an electric resistiveheater surrounds
a heat exchanger throughwhich propellantpasses.The propellant is
superheatedand then ejected through an expansionnozzle. Because
of the propellant’s high energy (gained by heating), an exhaust ve-
locity much greater than that for a cold gas is achieved.Many resis-
tojet con� gurations have been conceivedand developed.Propellant
gases used for resistojets include ammonia, biowastes, hydrazine,
and hydrogen.A schematic of a resistojet is shown in Fig. 7.

Hydrazine (N2H4) is used in what is called an augmented hy-
drazine thrusterbecausethe energyaddedby the resistojetaugments
that obtained by the catalytic decompositionof the hydrazine (e.g.,
200–220 lbf-s/lbm [2.0–2.2 km/s] Isp for the hydrazinethrusterwith-
out augmentation). Speci� c impulse Isp values for the hydrazine
resistojet are on the order of 300 lbf-s/lbm (2.9 km/s) (compara-
ble to a bipropellantlike nitrogen-tetroxide/mono-methylhydrazine
[NTO/MMH]), and thrusters with input power levels of a few hun-
dred Watts and 60–90% ef� ciency are used routinely in space � ight
operation.

Arcjets. Arcjets are electrothermal devices that heat the pro-
pellant to a higher temperature than can be obtained through com-
bustion processes resulting in higher speci� c impulse and better
propellant ef� ciency. Several types of arcjets have been con� g-
ured and are classi� ed by their method of propellant heating. The
dc arcjet discussed here is the most highly developed and is be-
ing used on commercial communication satellites for north–south
stationkeeping.

The dc arcjet has a cylindrically symmetric geometry as shown
in Fig. 8; it consists of a cathode, an anode that forms the plenum
chamber, constrictor channel and nozzle, and a propellant injector.
In operation a high-current (up to several hundred Amperes), low-
voltage (»100 V) arc is established as a laminar column from the
cathode tip, througha constrictorchannel,and attaches to the anode

Fig. 8 DC arcjet schematic.

in an axially symmetric diffuse arc. Propellant gas is swirled into
the constrictor through injection ports located behind the cathode.
(Swirling is done to stabilize the arc, constrain the hot gas discharge
column to the axis of the vortex, cool the electrodes and chamber
walls, and bring the gas into longer and more effective contact with
the arc.) The attainable thrust is limited by the power available,
whereas the speci� c impulse is limited by the nozzle materials.

The dc arcjet possesses the highest thrust-to-power ratio of all
electric propulsion devices and has been demonstrated at input
power levels ranging from a few hundred Watts to 200 kWe. Typi-
cal engine ef� ciency with ammonia propellant is 30% at a speci� c
impulse of 800 lbf-s/lbm (8 km/s). Speci� c impulses in the range of
900–1300 lbf-s/lbm (9–13 km/s) have been demonstrated by using
hydrogen propellant at power levels of 30–200 kWe. The speci� c
impulse for hydrazine is typically500–600 lbf-s/lbm (5–6 km/s) and
an ef� ciency of about 35% at power levels of 0.5–2 kWe. Arcjet
thrust and speci� c impulse increase with engine power while ef� -
ciency decreases.

Hydrazine arcjets have been used on a variety of commercial
satellites not only because of their high Isp, but also because they
can replacechemicalmonopropellantthrusterswhile retainingmuch
of the rest of the propulsion system (tanks, valves, � lters, etc.),
therefore signi� cantly reducing the overall system cost.

PET. The PET produces thrust by ejecting a pulsed, high-
velocity plasma out of a conventional supersonic nozzle. The ge-
ometry of a PET is cylindrical (of very small diameter, e.g., 5 mm)
with a cathode at one end of the pressure chamber and an anode at
the other end. The cathode end is closed and incorporates liquid-
propellant injectors; the anode end is open with the anode forming
a supersonic nozzle.

The operation of a PET is relatively simple. As propellant (i.e.,
liquid hydrogen, hydrazine, or water) enters the pressure chamber,
a capacitor initiates a high-pressure, electrothermal discharge. The
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Fig. 9 MET schematic.

discharge ionizes and superheats the propellant gas, which then
expands out of the thruster through the supersonic nozzle.

Performanceof the PET varies with the propellantchoice. A spe-
ci� c impulse of 1400 lbf-s/lbm (14 km/s) and ef� ciency of 54%
has been achieved using water for propellant. Higher performance
values can be obtained by using liquid hydrogen (predicted spe-
ci� c impulse of »2900 lbf-s/lbm [29 km/s] and »70% ef� ciency),
whereas heavier propellants (e.g., liquid hydrazine) decrease spe-
ci� c impulse.Additionally,the thrustlevelcanbevariedbychanging
the energy per pulse value, or the pulse frequency.

Developmentof the PET thrusterhasbeenunderwayin the United
States since the early 1980s. However, little work has been done on
this thruster concept to demonstrate acceptable electrode erosion
for the several million pulse lifetimes projected for most mission
applications.No space tests of PET thrusters have occurred.

MET. In the MET concept shown in Fig. 9, microwave energy
(typically 2.45 GHz, but lower frequencies down to 900 MHz have
beenused aswell) is fed into the thrusterwhere standingelectromag-
netic � eld patterns are set up. Propellant injected into the thruster is
heated by the microwave energy, in particular in the maximum � eld
regions.Small amountsof electrons,presentin all room-temperature
gases,are acceleratedin the strongmicrowave� elds in themaximum
� eld regions, causing ionization of neutral atoms until breakdown
occurs and a microwave plasma forms. At low � ow rates and power
levels this plasma remains localized in the maximum � eld regions
and acts as a heating element for the remainder of the propellant
� ow. The heated propellant is then exhausted through a nozzle to
produce thrust. One of the key advantages of this thruster concept
over other electrothermalthruster concepts is the fact that it uses no
electrodes.Consequently, lifetimes of both pulsed thrusters for atti-
tude control purposes and steady-state thrusters are expected to be
signi� cantly higher than those obtainablewith arcjets, for example.

Onlypreliminarythruststandmeasurementshavebeenperformed
with microwave electrothermal thrusters, and no space tests have
been performed. Data on thruster ef� ciencies, however, exist based
on thrust and impulse values that have been estimated using numer-
ical calculations. Tests have been performed mostly with nitrogen
and helium, althoughhydrogen and ammonia propellantshave been
studied as well. Thruster ef� ciencies obtained with nitrogen range
from 40–50% and achievable speci� c impulse is estimated at about
300 lbf-s/lbm (3 km/s). Ammonia values range from 50–70% ef� -
ciency and between 400–500 lbf-s/lbm (4–5 km/s) speci� c impulse.

Finally, an interesting tradeoff is possible with the microwave
electrothermal thruster in that it can use either an internal, inte-
grated microwave source, or an external source separate from the
thruster.Thus, there is a potential for signi� cant synergismbetween
the thruster and other microwave sources, such as high-powered
onboard radar or telecommunicationssystems, as well as the poten-
tial for using microwave power beamed from a remote source, as
discussed in the Beamed Energy section.

Electrostatic Thrusters
Electrostatic thrustersuse charge potentialdifferences to acceler-

ate propellant ions. Strong electric � elds are created in the engine,
which then acceleratethe (positive)ions to high velocities(Isp). This
includes ion engines, Hall-effect thrusters, � eld emission thrusters,
and colloid thrusters.

Fig. 10 NSTAR ion thruster during endurance testing at JPL. (Picture
reproduced with permission NASA.)

Ion thrusters. Ion propulsion systems have been seriously con-
sidered for spacecraft propulsion since the 1950s. Because of their
potentialfor providingboth high Isp (>2500 lbf-s/lbm [25 km/s]) and
high ef� ciencies (>60%), ion propulsion is well suited for primary
propulsion for planetarymissions requiringhigh 1V . There are nu-
merous types of ion engines categorizedaccordingto their sourceof
positive ions. Thrusters that have been experimentally investigated
include the contact ion engine,microwave ion engine, plasma sepa-
rator ion engine, radio frequency (RF) and microwave ion engines,
radioisotope ion engine, and the dc electron-bombardmentengine.
Of these thrusters the dc electron-bombardmention engine has re-
ceived the most research and development attention in the United
States.

Ion thrusters have been in use for some time in Earth-orbiting
spacecraft for stationkeepingapplications.However, the � rst deep-
space mission employing ion engines was the NASA New Mil-
lennium Program � rst technology demonstration spacecraft (Deep
Space-1 [DS-1]), launched in 1998, which successfully performed
an asteroid and comet � yby using the NSTAR (NASA Solar Elec-
tric Propulsion Technology Application Readiness) ion propulsion
system. The NSTAR engine, shown in Fig. 10, is a 30-cm-diam
electron bombardment ion thruster using xenon as propellant. This
engine processes a maximum thruster input power of 2.3 kWe and
provides 92 mN of thrust with a speci� c impulse Isp of 3300 lbf-
s/lbm (32.3 km/s). The service life requirement of the engine is
8000 hours; a spare engine used to demonstrate a quali� cation life
of 12,000 hours recently completed a 30,000-hour extended life
test. Higher-Isp, higher-power, and longer-life ion engines are cur-
rently under development for the more demanding needs of future
deep-spacemissions, such as the Project PrometheusproposedNEP
Jupiter Icy Moon Orbiter (JIMO) mission.38

There has also been considerable interest in ion thrusters in Eu-
rope andJapan.For example,AEA Technologyat Culham, England,
has been developing the UK-10 ion thruster as well as a larger ver-
sion, the UK-25, as part of the United Kingdom nationalprogramdi-
rectedby the SpaceDepartmentat the Royal AircraftEstablishment,
Farnborough,England. The UK-10 can be used primarily for satel-
lite stationkeeping or possibly attitude control. It is a 10-cm-diam
electron bombardment ion thruster that uses xenon as propellant.
This thruster has a divergent-� eld discharge chamber design and
employs electromagnets rather than the permanent magnets used in
U.S. ion thrusters. At 660 We of input power, this thruster provides
25 mN of thrust with a speci� c impulse of about 3350 lbf-s/lbm

(32.8 km/s) and a thruster ef� ciency of about 60%.
The RIT-10 is a RF ion thruster developed by Daimler-Benz

Aerospace AG (DASA) in Germany, based on research at the Uni-
versity of Giessen, Germany. It is nominally operated at a power
level of 585 We and produces a thrust of 15 mN at a speci� c im-
pulse of 3400 lbf-s/lbm (34 km/s). It uses xenon as propellant. The
thruster ef� ciency is about 64%.
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Fig. 11 Hall SPT schematic.

Finally, Mitsubishi has developed a 12-cm-diam, divergent-� eld
xenon ion engine designed to provide north–south stationkeeping.
It was � own on the ETS-VI (Engineering Test Satellite).

Hall thrusters. As shown in Fig. 11, Hall thrusters are grid-
less ion engines that produce thrust by electrostaticallyaccelerating
plasma ions out of an annular discharge chamber. The concept of a
Hall thrusterwas originallyconceivedin theUnited States,but it was
only in the former Soviet Union where it was successfully devel-
oped into an ef� cient propulsiondevice.Two types of Hall thrusters
were developed: the stationaryplasma thruster (SPT) at Design Bu-
reau FAKEL and the thrusterwith anode layer (TAL) at the Central
ResearchInstitutefor MachineBuilding.These thrusterswere intro-
duced to the West in 1992 after a teamof electricpropulsionspecial-
ists, under the support of the Ballistic MissileDefense Organization
(BMDO), visited Soviet laboratories and experimentally evaluated
the SPT-100 (i.e., a 100-cm-diameter SPT thruster). More recently
the T-100 and T-160 stationary plasma thrusters were developed at
the Keldysh Research Institute for Thermal Processes, Moscow.

Over 100 SPT thrusters have � own on various Soviet and Rus-
sian satellites. The ef� cient ion production characteristic of Hall
thrusters,alongwith theiref� cient electrostaticion accelerationpro-
cess, enables Hall thrusters to produce an absolutely unique com-
bination of Isp and ef� ciency (around 50%) for speci� c impulses
in the range of 1500–2500 lbf-s/lbm (15–25 km/s). This capability
makes the Hall thrusters ideal for near-Earth space missions where
this Isp range is optimum.

Finally, as mentionedearlier, from a systems-levelperspectivethe
relatively low voltage required by these devices greatly simpli� es
their power processing requirements. For example, Hall thrusters
have the potential of operating directly off of the bus dc voltage
available from a solar array; by contrast, an ion engine typically
requires a dc-ac-dc power inverter to convert the low-voltage dc
from the solar arrays to the high-voltagedc (e.g., typically kilovolts
dc) required by the accelerator screen.

Field emission electric propulsion thruster. The � eld emission
thruster is any one of a family of devices that uses an electric � eld
to extract atomic ions from the surface of a metal. For propulsion
applications the most common source of ions is a metallic liquid.
In these sources a strong electric � eld is established with a pair of
closely spaced electrodes. The free surface of liquid metal exposed
to this � eld is distorted into a series of conical protrusions in which
the radius of curvature at the apex becomes smaller as the � eld is
increased. When the � eld reaches a threshold value (which is on
the order of 106 V/mm for cesium), atoms on the surface of the tip
are ionized and eventually removed. They are then accelerated to a
high velocityby the same electric� eld thatproducedthem. Expelled
ions are replenishedby the � ow of liquid propellant in the capillary
feed system. A separate neutralizer is required to maintain charge
neutrality of the system.

By far the most extensively investigated application of this pro-
cess for propulsion is represented by the � eld emission electric
propulsion (FEEP) technology that has been under development

a)

b)

Fig. 12 FEEP thruster: a) FEEP schematic and b) Cesium propellant
FEEP thruster fromItaly. (Picture reproduced with permission ofESA.)

by the European Space Agency (ESA) since the mid-1970s. An
example is shown in Fig. 12.

The variety of potential applications for FEEP technology in-
cludes small spacecraft attitude control, ultra-high-precisionpoint-
ing (especially in spacecraftconstellations),and proportionalthrust
throttling for drag compensation. Because of these many potential
applications,much recent work has focused on extensive testing of
all thrustersubsystems.Emerging� ightsystemdesignsare compact,
self-contained units without any external propellant tanks, tubing,
or valves.

Colloid thruster. The colloid thruster produces thrust by elec-
trostatically accelerating very � ne droplets of an electrically
charged, conducting � uid. In the more common con� guration the
droplets are formed by � owing the liquid through a needle with
inner diameter on the order of hundreds of microns. As the liquid
exits the needle ori� ce, a droplet is formed. The needle is biased to
a potential of 5–10 kV positive with respect to ground. An acceler-
ating electrode is placed in close proximity to the needle ori� ce and
is biased negatively to a potential of several kilovolts. The electro-
static forces on the charged droplet cause it to break off with a net
positive charge. In steady-state operation such a needle would emit
a stream of such droplets with a very narrow velocity distribution.
Although still in a research phase, colloid thrusters show promise
for delivering the small impulse bits required for precision pointing
and stationkeepingapplications.

Electromagnetic Thrusters
Electromagnetic thrusters use electromagnetic body forces

.J £ B/ to accelerate a propellant plasma. At � rst glance they
have some similarities to electrothermalarcjet and microwave elec-
trothermal thrusters. However, electrothermal thrusters simply use
a plasma discharge to add thermal energy to the propellant. By
contrast, electromagnetic thrusters use true electromagnetic forces
generated in a very high-current (typically thousands of amperes)
plasma discharge to accelerate the propellant plasma.

The current � owing in the plasma dischargehas two effects.First,
it serves to ionize the propellant. Second, and most important, the
high current produces an intense magnetic � eld (much like an elec-
tromagnet). It is this magnetic � eld that then pushes the ions in the
plasma out of the engine at high velocity (Isp). Several types of
electromagnetic thrusters are discussed next.

Pulsed plasma thruster. The pulsed plasma thruster (PPT)
shown in Fig. 13 is a device in which electrical power is used
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Fig. 13 PPT schematic.

Fig. 14 MPD thruster schematic.

to ablate, ionize, and electromagnetically accelerate atoms and
molecules from a block of solid propellantmaterial (e.g., Te� on®).
The thrust generated during a single pulse is on the order of tens to
hundreds of microNewtons; this low thrust per pulse results in the
abilityof the PPT to deliververysmall impulsebits that are desirable
for some precision pointing missions. The Te� on PPT has a long
heritage and has demonstrated performance that makes it desirable
for a variety of orbit raising, stationkeeping, attitude control, and
� ne pointing missions.

The remaining electromagnetic thruster concepts in this section
are high-powerdevices (e.g., typicallyhundredsof kWe to MWe per
thruster)and are generallyconsideredfor use in large, high-powered
electric propulsion systems typical of those that could be used for
piloted missions. All are currently undergoing research for future
applications. The magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster is the
best characterized,followed by the pulsed inductive thruster (PIT),
with the variablespeci� c impulsemagnetoplasmarocket(VASIMR)
thruster the least developed.

MPD thruster. The MPD or Lorentz-force-accelerator thruster
hasbeenunderinvestigationsinceits inceptionin 1964.This thruster
type can be operatedin either steady-stateor pulsedmode.As shown
in Fig. 14, it hasan axisymmetricgeometry(annularanodesurround-
ing a centralcathode)and producesthrust via theLorentzbody force
ejecting a high-velocityplasma stream.

During operation, a large current (thousands of amperes) � ows
between the coaxial electrodes and both ionizes and accelerates the
propellant gas. The large current induces a signi� cant azimuthal
magnetic � eld. The magnetic � eld and the current create a J £ B
body force (Lorentz force) that axially accelerates the plasma, pro-
viding thrust. This is known as a self-� eld MPD thruster. The
applied-� eld MPD thrusteroperatesessentiallythe same way, but an
external solenoidal magnetic � eld is applied to enhance the plasma
accelerationprocess.With an applied � eld an MPD thruster can op-
erate with a lower discharge current because the applied � eld can

greatly enhance the acceleration mechanism. (The thrust produced
by the electrothermalexpansionof the propellantis usually insignif-
icant at higher power levels.) In steady-state operation the high-
current (kiloamps), low-voltage(100–200 V) arc dischargeattaches
diffusely to both electrodes. The majority of the plasma current is
provided by thermionic emission from the hot cathode (>2500 K).

The MPD thruster can operate on a variety of nonoxidizingpro-
pellants. It is capable of providing speci� c impulse Isp of 1000–
12,000 lbf-s/lbm (10–120 km/s) (possibly higher) with a peak ef� -
ciency of up to 75% (dependingon the propellant and power level).
Both Isp and ef� ciency increase as power level increases. Lithium
propellant has the best reported performance below 10 MWe, and
hydrogen produces the best performance above 10 MWe. Gaseous
propellantshave not yet demonstratedhigh ef� ciencies at moderate
speci� c impulses.

Pulsed inductive thruster. The pulsed inductive thruster (PIT)
uses a � at induction coil (approximately 1 m diameter) and a fast
gas valve to inject a few milligrams of propellant over the coil.
Once the gas has been injected, a bank of high-voltage,high-energy
storage capacitors is dischargedprovidinga large azimuthal current
pulse to the coil. The time-varying electromagnetic � eld caused by
the current pulse ionizes the propellant gas and causes the ionized
gas to accelerate away from the coil. Because the energy is induc-
tively coupled into the plasma, the device can be designed so that
the plasma has minimal contact with thruster surfaces, resulting in
minimal erosion of thruster components.

Another advantage is that the PIT can be operated on a variety of
propellants,suchas hydrazine,ammonia,argon,and carbondioxide,
and at speci� c impulses ranging from 1000–6000 lbf-s/lbm (10–
60 km/s). Typicallythe demonstratedef� ciencyrangesbetween20–
40% below 3000 lbf-s/lbm (30 km/s) and between 30–60% in the
3000–8000 lbf-s/lbm (30–80 km/s) range.

VASIMR thruster. The VASIMR39 represents an application to
propulsion of RF and microwave heating methods and magnetic
con� nement technologiesoriginallydevelopedfor fusion power re-
search.The device is electrodelessand uses both electrothermaland
electromagneticprocesses to convert electrical power into directed
kinetic energy.

This system, still in the research state, utilizesa cylindricalgeom-
etry. Magnetic coils (which in an actual rocket would be supercon-
ducting) produce a strong magnetic � eld that con� nes and guides
a hydrogen plasma (the propellant), insulating it from the material
wall.

By controlling the aft magnetic “gate,” it might be possible to
modulate the effective throat area and hence the thrust. In addition,
by controlling the exhaust gas temperature through RF power and
the (preionized) hydrogen � ow rate the speci� c impulse can also
be adjusted independently of the thrust and power. This ability to
vary the thrust and speci� c impulse independently (and at constant
power)enablestheperformanceto be tailoredto a speci� c missionto
optimize acceleration,and thus trip time, or payload mass fraction.

Researchon this systemis ongoing;feasibilityissuesremainingto
be addressed include overall ef� ciency of converting input electric
power into directed thruster jet power, mixing of cold hydrogen
with hot plasma to adjust thrust and Isp, and, � nally, overall mission
bene� ts compared to more conventionalelectric propulsionoptions
(e.g., ion thrusters).

Micropropulsion
To reduce mission cost and risk, NASA is currently pursuing the

goal of developing microspacecraft, like the one shown in Fig. 15,
in various size ranges. Ultimately, the goal is to replace the billion-
dollar class “� agship” missions (with their single, unique, multi-
ton spacecraft) with missions employing large numbers of small,
low-cost microspacecraft.This has the potential not only to reduce
cost (in part because of production of multiple copies of similar
microspacecraft), but also to reduce mission risk; for example, if
one microspacecraft in a � otilla fails, there would still be many re-
placements available to complete the mission. However, in order
to maintain a high degree of mission capability all of the various
microspacecraft subsystems will have to decrease signi� cantly in
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Fig. 15 JPL MTD II deep-space microspacecraft functional model.
(Picture reproduced with permission of Ross Jones, JPL.)

Fig. 16 Subliming solid microthruster. (Picture reproduced with per-
mission of Juergen Mueller, JPL.)

size and weight and be adapted to the unique microspacecraft re-
quirements.For example, researchin micropropulsionthruster tech-
nology is making use of microelectromechanicalsystems (MEMS)
technologies to fabricate ultra� ne nozzle throats in the tens of mi-
crometers size range or below, like that seen in the microthruster
prototype shown in Fig. 16, in order to facilitate the required small
thrust and impulse bit requirements of both primary (i.e., 1V ma-
neuver) and attitude control propulsion for the microspacecraft.40

MEMS-based thruster technology might also be combined with
small, but conventionallymachinedvalves, such as solenoidvalves,
to arriveat MEMS-hybrid thrusterversions,or combinedwith future
MEMS-based valves on a single chip, possibly even integratedwith
the necessary control electronics. This work is still very much in a
basic researchphase,althoughthe generalcommercialinterestin de-
velopmentof microscale (or even nanoscale)technologiesmight al-
low signi� cant cross-fertilizationbetween ground- and space-based
applications.

Also, although the preceding discussions have focused on the
use of micropropulsion for both primary (1V ) and attitude control
propulsion for microspacecraft, a second major potential applica-
tion for micropropulsion is for attitude control and stationkeeping
for more conventional sized spacecraft that require extremely � ne
pointing and positioning accuracy. Applications in this category
could include future constellations of space-based interferometer-
type telescopes that are designed ultimately not just to detect, but
actually image Earth-sized planets around stars at distances out to
40 light years. These spacecraft are typically physically separated
(by as much as thousands of kilometers) and require ultra-high-
precision pointing and position (separation distance) control (e.g.,
position control to fractions of a wavelength of light) in order to
optically combine the light images from multiple spacecraft tele-
scopes. To achieve the required level of pointing angle and position
accuracy, they would use a combination of micropropulsion (for
coarse control) and electromechanicalactuators (for � ne control).

Beamed-Energy Propulsion
In beamed-energy propulsion a remote energy source, such as

the sun or a ground- or space-based laser or microwave transmitter,
transmits power to the vehicle via a beam of electromagnetic ra-
diation (near-visible or microwave wavelengths). There, the beam
is collected and used to power the propulsion system. In beamed-
energy propulsion there is the potential for signi� cant weight re-
duction and thus improved performance on the spacecraft, because
a heavy power supply (e.g., nuclear reactor) is not carried on the
vehicle.

Two different wavelength regions (near-visible [visible and in-
frared] and microwave) are typically considered. These can then
be used directly in a thermal propulsion system or indirectly in an
electric propulsion system by � rst converting the incoming beamed
energy into electricity. This results in four general categories of
systems, as shown in Table 5 and Fig. 17.

The solar/laser/microwave systems can all be used for orbit-to-
orbit in-space applications; these are discussed next. However, only
the laser or microwave systems have suf� cient power density to
allow their use as Earth-to-orbit (ETO) launch systems (discussed
later in the section). Interestingly, the beam power requirements
for the beamed laser/microwave in-space systems are quite modest
(typically0.1 to 10MW) (Ref. 41).By contrast,ETO launchsystems
require very largepowers (on the orderof 0.1–1 MW of beam power
per kilogram of vehicle mass).

Also, solarand near-visiblelasersystemstend to havevery similar
vehicle systems and con� gurations. In fact, a very attractive tech-
nology growth path involves development � rst of the solar thermal
(or electric) vehicle, followed by a proof-of-conceptdemonstration
of the laser option using the same (solar) vehicle.

One issue in laser and especiallymicrowave beamed-energysys-
tems is the variationin transmitterand receiversize with wavelength

Table 5 Beamed-energy propulsion concepts

Near-visible Microwave
Wavelength (optics diam. » 10 m) (optics diam. »1 km)

Direct energy use Laser thermal Microwave thermal
propulsion (LTP)a propulsion (MTP)

Indirect energy use Laser electric Microwave electric
propulsion (LEP)b propulsion (MEP)

aSolar analog: solar thermal propulsion (STP).
bSolar analog: solar electric propulsion (SEP).
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Fig. 17 Beamed energy in-space vehicle concepts.

and beaming distance.42 Generally, microwave-based systems are
limited to beaming distancescorrespondingto the distancebetween
Earth or low Earth orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous Earth orbit
(GEO). In this case a 10-km-diam transmitter would be required
for a 1-km-diam receiver for GEO distances at 12.2-cm wave-
lengths (2.45 GHz). These dimensions represent a practical upper
limit to near- or mid-term space-based receivers and ground-based
transmitters.

Interestingly, much of the technology required for power beam-
ing through the Earth’s atmosphere has already been demonstrated
by SDI/BMDO and the astronomical telescopecommunity.This in-
cludesadaptiveoptics transmitters,aswell as feedbacktechnologies
to compensate for atmospheric turbulence and thermal blooming
(which causes beam defocusing).

In-Space Applications
In both Solar Thermal Propulsion (STP) and Laser Thermal

Propulsion (LTP), sunlight or visible/infrared (VIS/IR) laser light
is focused into a thruster to heat a propellant such as hydrogen.
Because the beam spot intensity is higher in laser thermal propul-
sion than solar thermal propulsion, it is possible to couple the beam
energy directly into the propellant to permit a higher Isp than that
from solar thermal propulsion. These rockets could provide perfor-
mance similar to that of nuclear rockets in terms of Isp, with thrust
intermediate between that of the high- and low-thrust propulsion
systems. For example, a solar-thermal rocket would have an Isp of
800–1000 lbf-s/lbm (8–10 km/s) and a T/W of 10¡2 to 10¡3 for a 20-
day LEO-to-GEO trip time. For comparison, a laser thermal system

might reach an Isp of 1500–2500 lbf-s/lbm (15–25 km/s) using in-
verse Bremsstrahlung coupling. Thus, both solar thermal and laser
thermal propulsion systems represent medium-high Isp, medium-
thrust propulsion systems that � ll a mission niche between fast but
heavy chemical propulsion, and slow but very fuel-ef� cient (i.e.,
higher Isp) electric propulsion. Both the Air Force Phillips Labo-
ratory and the NASA MSFC are developing the technology for a
demonstration � ight of a solar thermal propulsion system.43

Microwave thermalpropulsion(MTP) is the microwaveanalog to
laser thermal propulsion.One type of MTP thruster, the microwave
electrothermal thruster (MET) discussed in the Electric Propulsion
section, is an analog of the LTP thruster in that microwave energy
is focused into a thruster to excite and heat a propellant. How-
ever, a different microwave energy coupling mechanism can be
employed, involving electron–cyclotron resonance (ECR) or ion–
cyclotron resonance (ICR) heating; strictly speaking, these are not
thermal systems because the microwave energy is coupled directly
to the propellant.

Laser electricpropulsion(LEP) is the laseranalog to solarelectric
propulsion (SEP), in which sunlight is converted into electricity by
photovoltaic cells and the electricity used to power electric propul-
sion thrusters. In LEP the solar photovoltaic cell array, which is
doped to maximize its ef� ciency at the laser’s wavelength (e.g.,
0.85 ¹m for gallium arsenide cells), is illuminated with laser light.
This makes it possible to have an ef� ciency roughly double that of
the correspondingsolar cell. Also, the laser beam can have a much
higher intensity than that of sunlight at 1 astronautical unit (AU),
thus resulting in an effectively lower solar array speci� c mass.

The � nal system is microwave electric propulsion (MEP). In
this concept a rectenna (rectifying antenna) is used to convert mi-
crowaves to electricity (with an ef� ciency around 90%), which is
then used to power electric thrusters as in an SEP/LEP system.

Earth-to-Orbit Beamed Energy Propulsion
Near-visible (VIS/IR) and microwave beamed-energy powered

launch vehicles have been studied extensively by government and
universityresearchers.44 The basicpropulsionconceptinvolvesgen-
erating the laser or microwave beam at the transmission station
(ground or space based), beaming the energy to the vehicle, and us-
ing the energy to heat a propellant working � uid to produce thrust.
Variouscombinationsof propellants(airbreathingor onboard liquid
or ablatedsolid) are possible.For example, laser-supportedcombus-
tion could be used to heat air; a small amount of onboard propel-
lant would then be used for � nal orbit insertion upon exit from the
atmosphere.

Finally, microwave-poweredvehicles can also make use of indi-
rect thruster modes (in addition to the microwave analog of laser
supported combustion modes) by using lightweight rectennas for
beam-to-electricitypower conversion.

The Air Force Phillips Laboratory, with additional support from
NASA, has been conducting a series of proof-of-concept experi-
ments to demonstrate the feasibility of airbreathing Earth-to-orbit
laser propulsion. Because of the availability of only modest laser
power levels, only small, simple vehicle designs can be tested. In
2001, open-air free-� ight tests of a 12.2-cm-diam, spin-stabilized
vehicle reached an altitude of 71 m (233 ft) (Ref. 45).

Systems/Infrastructure Issues
Beamed-energypropulsion systems attempt to lower space oper-

ations costs by placing the complex and massive parts of the propul-
sion system on the ground(or in orbit) for easy construction,supply,
repair,etc. Althoughthere are no intrinsic technological“show stop-
pers” to beamed-energypropulsion, there are serious issues associ-
ated with development and infrastructure costs. This is because of
the high beam power levels (e.g., many GW required for launching
a vehicle from the surface of the Earth). Thus a similar situation is
found to that of the launch-assistcatapult or space elevator (tether)
concepts discussed below, where a potentially very expensive in-
frastructuremust be amortized over many launches to be attractive.

One way to amortize this infrastructurethat is unique to beamed-
energy systems is that they can supply many users. For example, a
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beamed-energy system could be envisioned � lling a capacity like
that of a terrestrial power grid. Power could be supplied to high-
T/W Earth or Moon launch vehicles, orbit-to-orbit or Earth-orbit
escape low- or high-T/W vehicles, and lunar base power needs, thus
broadening the scope of the user base over which the infrastructure
is amortized. Finally, VIS/IR beamed-energy orbit transfer vehi-
cles share many technologies with their solar-thermal propulsion
counterparts (e.g., in� atable optics, thrusters, cryogenic H2 storage
and feed systems, etc.). This suggests a potential technology in-
vestment strategy starting � rst with demonstration of solar-thermal
propulsion orbit transfer vehicles, followed next with development
of MW-class lasersfor laser-thermalorbit transfervehicles,andcon-
cluding with developmentof GW-class laser or microwave systems
for Earth-to-orbit launch vehicles.

Beamed-Momentum Propulsion
In beamed-momentum propulsion the momentum carried by a

stream of particles (e.g., photons or charged particles) is used to
push the vehicle; in effect, the stream of particles become the pro-
pellant that supplies the momentum to move the spacecraft. This
is in contrast to a beamed-energy system, where the beamed en-
ergy (sunlight, laser/microwave beam) provides thermal energy (or
indirectly electricity) that is used to energize onboard propellant.
Thus, a beamed-momentumpropulsionsystem representsan exam-
ple of a propellantlesspropulsion system, with both the energy and
propellant system taken off of the vehicle.

Two general types of beamed-momentum systems are consid-
ered: those that use momentum exchange between photons (so-
lar/laser/microwave sails) and a re� ective sheet or sail, and those
that use momentum exchange between charged particles and an
electromagnetic � eld (electromagnetic sails).

Solar Sails
A solar sail is a propulsionconcept that makes use of a � at surface

of very thin re� ective material supported by a lightweight deploy-
able structure.46 As shown in Fig. 18, there are several types of
solar-sail implementations that have been considered; these include
different attitude control options (three-axis vs spinning), differ-
ent geometries (square vs circular disk vs rectangular blades), and
structures (deployable booms vs in� atable structures). Solar sails
accelerateunder the pressure from solar radiation (essentiallya mo-
mentum transfer from re� ected solar photons), thus requiring no
propellant.Attitude control can be accomplished by steering vanes
or by placing the payload on an articulated boom (for center-of-
mass vs center-of-pressureyaw and pitch control). Because a solar
sail uses no propellant, it has an effectively in� nite speci� c im-
pulse; however, the T/W is very low, 10¡4 to 10¡5 for the 9 N/km2

(5.2 lbf/mile2) solar pressure at Earth’s distance from the sun, re-
sulting in the potential for long trip times in and out of planetary
gravity wells.

Solar sails can substantially reduce overall trip time and Earth-
launch mass for high-1V robotic missions in comparison to con-
ventional chemical propulsion systems. Solar sails have also been
shown to havea potentialbene� t for use in interstellarprecursormis-
sions. For interplanetarycargo missions (e.g., to Mars), substantial
reductions in launch mass requirements are possible in comparison
to conventionalchemical systems, althoughtrip times can be longer.
As cargo haulers (solar system supertankers), solar sails can pro-
vide potentiallysigni� cant cost savingsbecause they are essentially
reusable as is and do not require costly refueling for new missions.

Many studies have indicated that the most important next step
for development of solar sails is the launch and deployment of a
small experimental sail. There have been no operational solar sail
tests of yet, but a spinning disk-shapedsail structure (Znamya) was
deployed in space by the Russians from a Progress tanker after its
resupply mission was completed. Interestingly,the relative low cost
of solar sails, as compared to chemical propulsion stages, makes it
possible for universities and private organizationsto construct sails
for testing. For example, the Planetary Society attempted to launch
a solar sail on a Russian commercial launch vehicle in 2001, but the

a) Square sail (Picture reproduced with permission of NASA)

b) Heliogyro sail (Picture reproduced with permission of NASA)

c) Russian Znamya sail (Picture reproduced with permission of
Charles Garner, JPL)

Fig. 18 Solar-sail examples.

sail was unable to successfullydeploy and operate becauseof a fail-
ure in the launch vehicle. A re� ight is scheduledfor 2003 (Ref. 47).

Beamed-Momentum (Laser/Microwave) Light Sails
One important limitation in solar sails is the 1/R2 drop in sunlight

intensity as one moves out of the solar system. Nevertheless, solar
sails can be used for deep space or interstellar precursor missions
by � rst spiraling in close to the sun (e.g., to 0.10 to 0.25 AU) and
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using the increased sunlight pressure to drive them out of the solar
system. It is also possible to perform interstellar missions with a
laser-drivenlightsail.This concept48 is uniquelysuitedto interstellar
missions because it is one of the few ways that suf� cient energy
(per unit mass) can be imparted to a vehicle to achieve the high
velocities (>0.1c) requiredfor interstellarmissions.This is possible
because the spacecraft engine (lasers) is left back in Earth’s solar
system; a somewhat arbitrarily large amount of energy (number of
photon’s per unit of sail mass) can be imparted to the vehicle’s
propellant (photons) to accelerate the vehicle. (In fact, input power
is ultimately limited by the imperfect re� ectivity of the receiver
optics; solar or laser light absorbed by the receivermaterial must be
radiated so the maximum power that can be received is a function
of the material re� ectivity, emissivity, and maximum temperature
limits.)

Note however that for interstellardistances, very large optics and
laser power levels are required. For example, a laser operating at
1-¹m wavelength requires a transmitter lens with a diameter of
1000 km to illuminatea 1000-km-diameterreceiver (sail) at 40 light
years (LY). Similarly, a very high power level (and ultralight sail) is
required for reasonable acceleration(typically 0.036 g for � ybys to
0.2 g for rendezvous) of the vehicle. For example, the laser power
required for a robotic � yby mission to 4.3 LY with a maximum
cruise velocity of 0.4c is 14 terawatts (TW), which is comparable to
the average power produced by all of human civilization.However,
any interstellar mission, regardless of the propulsion system, will
require high power levels to achieve the high speeds required.Even
today we achieve nontrivial propulsion power levels for ambitious
space missions; for example, the Saturn V rocket generateda power
on liftoff corresponding to about 0.8% of humanity’s total power
output in 1969.

The microwavesail (Starwisp)49 concept is the microwaveanalog
to the laser LightSail. This approach has the advantage that the
vehicle can be made ultralightweightfor robotic interstellarmission
� ybys, thereby reducing both the transmitter power requirements
and the size of the transmitter optics (because the microwave sail
can be accelerated at high g to its � nal coast velocity while still
relatively near the Earth). To achieve this low mass, the sail consists
of wire mesh with holes in the mesh less than 1

2 the wavelength
of the microwaves. Under these conditions the sail acts like a solid
sheet with respect to the incoming microwave photons. (A related
concept, the “perforated” solar/light sail, has also been proposedfor
visible-light sails.)

Ultimately, beamed-momentum light sails represent a major de-
velopmentchallenge,both becauseof theextraordinarilydemanding
technologies and because of the extraordinarily large scale of the
systems. Nevertheless, they do represent one of the few ways to
perform interstellar missions with reasonable trip times.

Electromagnetic Sails
In electromagnetic(EM) sails charged particles (mostly protons)

from the solar wind are re� ected by a magnetic � eld, analogous to
the re� ection of solar photons off of a solar sail’s re� ective sheet.
Thus, EM sails are the charged-particle analogs of solar sails. Two
examples of EM sails are shown in Fig. 19. In principal, a solar-
wind sail could be built using a physical sheet of material, but the
momentum per unit area carried by the solar wind is so much less
than that fromphotonsas to requirean impossiblylightweightsheet;
instead, a (massless) magnetic � eld, tens to hundreds of kilometers
in diameter, substitutes for the solar-sails sheet. Interestingly, EM
sails provide many of the same potential bene� ts as solar sails and
have some of the same drawbacks; for example, sunlight intensity
and solar-wind density both drop off as the square of the distance
(1/R2) from the sun. (The solar wind maintains a roughly constant
velocity of around 300–800 km/s throughout the solar system, but
the momentum force decreases because of the expansion of the
solar wind and thus increasing dilution of individual particles at
increasing distance from the sun.)

One signi� cant feasibility issue with EM sails is their ability to
re� ect the radially outward � owing solar wind to produce radial
and tangential thrust. Because the magnetic bubble that re� ects the

Fig. 19 Electromagnetic sail concepts.

solar wind is generally highly symmetric, it might be dif� cult to
generate adequate tangential thrust (like that produced by tilting a
solar sail), thus making it potentiallymore dif� cult to maneuver an
EM sail into a planetary rendezvousorbit or to move inward toward
the sun. However, EM sails would be ideally suited for outer-plane
� ybys or interstellarprecursormissionsbecause they ef� ciently uti-
lize the radial outward force from the solar wind. Furthermore,even
a planetary rendezvous mission can be performed by using an EM
sail to leave Earth and a second, separate propulsion system (espe-
cially one using aerobraking with a planet’s atmosphere or, poten-
tially, magnetobrakingwith a planet’s magnetosphere)used to per-
form orbit insertion at the target planet (e.g., Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, but not Pluto for aerobraking/magnetobraking).
However, althoughthere is signi� cantperformancepotentialforEM
sails there remain many unresolved feasibility issues relating to the
basic physics of interactionof the solarwind with the magnetic bub-
ble, as well as systems-levelconsiderationsfor implementation in a
propulsion system (e.g., conventionalvs superconductingmagnet).

Magnetic Sail (MagSail)
The � rst proposed EM sail was the magnetic sail, or MagSail,

concept.50 The MagSail consists of a cable of superconductingma-
terial, millimeters in diameter, which forms a hoop that is tens to
hundredsof kilometers in diameter. The current loop creates a mag-
netic dipole that diverts the background � ow of solar wind. This
de� ection produces a drag force on the MagSail radially outward
from the sun. In addition, proper orientation of the dipole can pro-
duce a lift force that could provide thrust perpendicularto the radial
drag force.

Minimagnetospheric Plasma Propulsion
A newer concept, the minimagnetospheric plasma propul-

sion (M2P2) sail, was inspired by research in planetary
magnetospheres.51 These magnetospheres,aroundplanetslike Earth
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Table 6 Comparison between electromagnetic sails and solar sails

System M2P2 MagSail Solar Sail

Thrust (N/km2/a 0.001 0.001 9
Hardware dimensions Small (»few m) Large Medium

(60–100 km diam.) (0.1-few km)
Mass (dry) Small Large (»100 MT) Medium
Propellant use 0.25 kg/day per N thrust None None

(Isp D 35,000 lbf-s/lbm-343 km/s)
Min. Earth ops altitude Heliocentric (LEO?) Heliocentric 1000–2000 km
Acceleration Constant 1/R2 1/R2

(disk in� ates as 1/R2/ (Fixed size) (Fixed size)
Electric power system Yes Yes No

(1 kWe per N thrust) (for startup only)
Tangential thrust Limited Limited Yes

a Ideal thrust per unit area of magnetic barrier or wall (i.e., cross section of magnetic bubble), or solar-sail sheet.

and Jupiter, are large magnetic bubbles caused by trapped ions
(plasma) in� ating the naturally occurring magnetic � elds around
those planets that possess a permanentmagnetic � eld. For example,
the magnetospherearound Jupiter reaches as far as several hundred
times the planet’s radius.

The M2P2 sail uses an arti� cially generated minimagnetosphere
that is supported by magnets on the spacecraft and is in� ated by
the injection of low-energy plasma into the magnets. (Thus, M2P2
is not, strictly speaking, a true propellantless propulsion system;
however, the amount of propellant needed to produce the plasma is
small, resulting in an effective Isp of 35,000 lbf-s/lbm [343 km/s].)
This plasma injection allows the deployment of the magnetic � eld
in space over large distances (comparable to those of the MagSail)
with � eld strengths that can be achieved with existing technology
(i.e., conventionalelectromagnetsor evenpermanentmagnets).Ad-
ditionally, one potentially signi� cant bene� t of the M2P2 sail is the
small size of the physicalhardware (even though the magnetic bub-
ble is very large); this eliminates theneedfor thedeploymentof large
mechanical structures that are presently envisaged for MagSails or
solar sails.

Finally, one important unique capability of the M2P2 is its abil-
ity to provide constant thrust (at least within the solar system); by
contrast, the thrust producedby sunlightor solarwind for both solar
sails and MagSails decreases as 1/R2 . In the case of the M2P2, as
the density of the solar wind decreases (as the vehicle moves away
from the sun), the M2P2 magnetic bubble increases in size, so that
the two effects cancel each other out to produce constant thrust in-
dependent of distance from the sun. (This is not possible for solar
sails or MagSails because of their � xed, � nite physical size.)

Particle Beam Drivers and MagOrion
Although the MagSail and M2P2 were originally envisioned for

use with the solar wind, it would also be possible to use particle ac-
celerators to � re a beam of chargedparticles at the EM sail, in much
the same way that photonsare employedin a laser/microwavesail.52

Another option would be to use the charged particles produced by
a nuclear explosion.This would be the EM sail analog of the Orion
nuclear pulse concept, with an electromagnetic (rather than physi-
cal) pusher plate, hence the name Magnetic Orion or MagOrion.53

Interestingly, in the original Orion concept some of the material of
the pusher plate evaporates(ablates) with each pulse. This serves to
both to keep the pusher plate cool and to add additional propellant
mass. The result is an increase in thrust, although at the expense
of some speci� c impulse Isp. By contrast, there is no mass in the
MagOrion’s magnetic pusherplate, and so the effective Isp (15,000–
45,000 lbf-s/lbm [150–450 km/s]) makes this conceptwell suited for
interstellar precursor missions.

Comparison Between Electromagnetic Sails and Solar Sails
Solar and EM sails have different advantages and disadvantages

and different potential areas of application. Table 6 lists some gen-
eral characteristicsof the different systems.

Note that one reason for the large size of the MagSail’s magnet
loop is that a simple magnetic dipole’s (i.e., MagSail’s) magnetic

� eld dropsoff as the cubeof the distance(1=R3). Thus, a large phys-
ical loop is needed to produce a large magnetic bubble or wall for
re� ecting the solar wind. By contrast, in a planetarymagnetosphere
(and, in theory, M2P2) the magnetic � eld drops off only linearly
with distance (1=R) as a result of injection of plasma into the � eld.
In this case the M2P2 can be a physically small device and still
project a signi� cant magnetic � eld strength at large distances.

Aero/Gravity Assist
Aero-,gravity-,and aerogravity-assistmaneuversrepresenta pro-

pellantlessmethod of supplying1V for a variety of spacemissions.
For example, aeroassist employs aerodynamic forces, rather than
propulsive maneuvers, to minimize the propulsion required for a
variety of missions to bodies with atmospheres.Gravity assist uses
gravitationalinteractionsbetween a spacecraftand a planet to trans-
fer some of the planet’s orbitalmomentum to the spacecraft.Finally,
aerogravity assist uses aerodynamic � ight through a planet’s atmo-
sphere as a means of increasing the effectivenessof a gravity-assist
maneuver.

Aeroassist
Aeroassist is a broad term that representsa wide range of applica-

tions for the use of aerodynamic vehicles in space exploration.The
key point is to use atmospheric forces (drag and/or lift) in the plan-
etary atmosphere of interest to create a preplanned behavior of an
aerodynamicspacevehicle.This techniqueof usinga planet’s atmo-
sphere can provide for aeromaneuvering to a speci� c landing site,
as with the Space Shuttle, as well as deceleration,as in the cases of
aerobrakingand aerocapture,as shown in Fig. 20. A relatedconcept,
aerogravity assist, can provide acceleration by combining aerody-
namic lift with gravity assist. All aeroassist or aerogravity assist
maneuvers can also be used for orbit plane changes (although the
plane change capabilitiesof aerobrakingare limited). Finally, as the
aeroassist maneuver becomes more demanding thermal protection
becomes more challenging.Also, guidance, navigation,and control
algorithms for energy managementduring the aeroassisthave yet to
be demonstrated for high-speed planetary applications.

Aerobraking
In aerobraking a spacecraft in a high orbit, like GEO, makes a

propulsiveburn into a new elliptical orbit whose low point (perigee
for Earth or periapsis for a generic body) is inside the atmosphere.
Air drag at perigee reduces the velocity so that the high point of the
ellipticalorbit (apogee or apoapsis) is lowered. One or more passes
through the atmosphere reduce the apogee to the desired altitude
at which point a propulsive burn is made at the new orbit’s apogee
so as to raise the new elliptical orbit’s perigee up out of the atmo-
sphere and circularize the orbit. Generally, the time of � ight in the
atmosphere is limited, and the total heat � ux and peak temperatures
are not too extreme. Usually, a dedicated aeroshell is required for
high-speedaeroassist involving large orbit changes;however, small
orbit changes can be accomplishedwithout a dedicated heat shield.
This has been demonstrated by the Magellan spacecraft at Venus
and the Mars Global Surveyor at Mars to circularize and lower an
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Fig. 20 Aeroassist concepts.

initially high elliptical orbit. In this case the aerobraking surfaces
were the spacecraft itself and its solar arrays. No special coating or
thermal protection systems were added to the spacecraft, although
the spacecraftwere con� gured before atmospheric entry to have an
aerodynamicallystable shape.

Aerobraking (as well as aerocapture) is an extremely powerful
techniquefor reducingthe propulsiverequirementsof a mission.For
example, it requires a 1V of 4.3 km/s to go from LEO to GEO (or
GEO to LEO) usingpropulsiononly.A return trip fromGEO to LEO
usingaerobrakingwould only requirea 1V of 2.0km/s; aerobraking
saves 2.3 km/s in propulsive 1V . Any reduction in propulsive 1V
can result in a large decrease in the weight of the propulsion system
(propellant, tanks, etc.). This decrease in propulsion system weight
can more than compensate for the added weight of the aerobraking
system. Thus, an overall increase in the amount of payload that
can be delivered is possible using aerobraking, as compared to an
all-propulsivesystem.

Aerocapture
Aerocapture is similar to aerobraking, with the distinction that

aerocapture is employed to reduce the velocity of a spacecraft � y-
ing by a planet so as to place the spacecraft into orbit about the
planet with one atmospheric pass only. This technique is very at-

tractive for planetary orbiters because it permits spacecraft to be
launched from Earth at high speed, to give a short trip time, and
then reduce the speed by aerodynamic drag at the target planet.
Without aerocapturea large propulsion system would be needed on
the spacecraftto perform the same reductionof velocity, thus reduc-
ing the amount of delivered payload. Aerocapture is also attractive
when combined with high-performance solar-powered propulsion
systems (e.g., SEP, solar sails, etc.). For example, a SEP system
could be used to build up speed in the inner solar system (where
sunlight is plentiful) to inject the spacecraft on a fast trajectory to
the outer solar system; the SEP system would then be jettisonedand
aerocapture used for orbit insertion at the target.

The aerocapturemaneuver begins with a shallow approach angle
to the planet, followed by a descent to relatively dense layers of
the atmosphere. Once most of the needed deceleration is reached,
the vehicle maneuvers to exit the atmosphere. To account for the
inaccuracies of the atmospheric entering conditions and for the at-
mospheric uncertainties, the vehicle needs to have guidance and
control as well as maneuvering capabilities. Most of the maneu-
vering is done using the lift vector that the vehicle’s aerodynamic
shape (i.e., lift-to-drag ratio [L/D]) provides. Upon exit, the heat
shield is jettisoned to minimize heat soak, and a short propellant
burn is accomplished to raise the orbit periapsis. The entire op-
eration requires the vehicle to operate autonomously while in the
planet’s atmosphere. Generally, because aerocapture entry veloci-
ties are very high, the integrated heat loads are fairly high (usually
higher than a direct entry and landing). This sets new requirements
on the thermal protection system and causes it to be slightly more
massive than for a regular direct entry.

Gravity Assist
Gravity assist is a propellant-freemaneuver that is routinely used

to accelerate (or decelerate) a spacecraft in order to shorten trip
times. Instead of using large propulsive maneuvers to supply the
required 1V , gravity assist uses the gravitational � eld of planets to
increase or decrease the orbit’s energy.

On a planetary scale the spacecraftmakes a hyperbolic trajectory
around the planet. At an in� nite distance from the planet (at the
edges of its sphere of in� uence), the spacecraft has a velocity Vinf

that has the same magnitude (relative to the planet) at arrival and
at departure. Only its direction will be changed. Thus, on a plan-
etary scale the spacecraft does not gain anything. However, on a
heliocentric (solar system) scale the velocity of the planet has to be
added to the velocity of the spacecraft, and because the direction of
the velocity vector on a planetary scale has changed the resultant
velocityvectoron a heliocentricscale will be changed. (It can either
be decreasedor increased.)Note however that the total energy of the
system of the spacecraftC planet remains the same. The spacecraft
has accelerated,and the planet decelerated.Because the planet is so
much heavier than the spacecraft, the deceleration of the planet is
in� nitesimally small.

The amount of change in velocityon a heliocentricscale is related
to the amount of de� ection of the spacecraft’s trajectory on a plan-
etary scale. This de� ection is mainly dependent on the spacecraft
arrival conditions and on the planet’s gravitational � eld. A strong
gravitational � eld will de� ect the trajectory more than a weak one.

Aerogravity Assist
Aerogravity assist involves the same concept as gravity assist

except that it involves the use of a planet’s atmosphere. With large
planets, such as Jupiter, gravity-assist maneuvers are very ef� cient
because of the high gravitational � eld of the planet and therefore to
the high turning angle (»90 deg) that they can provide.The increase
in velocity during a gravity assist maneuver is related to the turning
angle (amount of bending) or gravitational � eld of the planet. For
planets with small gravitational � elds, like Venus, Mars, or Earth,
a way to increase this turning angle is to use their atmospheres and
the lifting capabilitiesof the vehicle.A lift vector turned downward
(pointing toward the planet) during the atmospheric � ight will tilt
the vehicle’s trajectory toward the planet and therefore increase
the overall angle that the vehicle has turned on a planetary scale.
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The amount of angular de� ection is directly proportional to the
vehicle’s L/D. Studies of aerogravityassist typically require L/D on
the order of 10, values typically provided by a class of specialized
aerovehicles called waveriders.54

Waveriders are high lift, low-drag, sharp-edged vehicles, for
which high-temperature-resistant materials are critical. This tech-
nology is much further from reality than aeroassist. It is however
a far-reaching capability that could have signi� cant impact on the
mass and/or time of � ight for distant missions.

Launch-Assist Catapults
The conceptsdescribedin this section attempt to lower the cost of

access to space by using a system that has a large, � xed infrastruc-
ture component that is ground- or space-based (for easy construc-
tion, supply, repair, etc.) combined with a minimal expendable (or
reusable) propulsion system on the spacecraft. The basic approach
is to providemost or all of the requiredmission (e.g., launch) veloc-
ity with the � xed system, leaving only a minimal requirement for
propulsion on the spacecraft. The systems discussed next include a
variety of chemical and electromagnetic catapults that can be used
to launch spacecraft from the ground (e.g., from the surface of the
Earth, Moon, etc.) or from orbit (e.g., LEO) or that can be used as an
onboard propulsion system by catapulting propellant reaction mass
out of the catapult thruster.

The most famous literary example of a launch assist catapult is
Jules Verne’s use of a 900-ft-long cannon to launch a piloted lunar
vehicle in the classic From the Earth to the Moon (1865), although
for the sake of the story it was necessary to assume that the crew
could survive the roughly 20,000-g acceleration of the launch. In
fact, launch acceleration is an important discriminating � gure of
merit for these concepts when used as launchers because human-
occupied payloads necessarily limit the acceptable launch loads to
around 3 g. Similarly, the ability to be scaled to large vehicle and
payload sizes (e.g., payloads on the order of tens of tons to LEO) is
also an important discriminator between the various launch-assist
catapult concepts.

Types of Launch-Assist Catapults
The concepts considered here include both those that make use

of chemical combustionor physical compressionto producea high-
pressuregas that pushesa projectiledown a tube or barrel, and those
that employ electromagnetic forces to accelerate a “sled” or carrier
that contains the vehicle. Typically, the chemical systems are re-
stricted to Earth-launch applications because of the need to supply
the combustion/pressurantgas;by contrast, the electromagneticsys-
tems can be used as Earth- or space-based launchers or as onboard
thrusters because electromagnetic forces are used to accelerate the
payload or reaction mass. The various systems are summarized in
Table 7 and Fig. 21.

Chemical Systems
The chemical catapult systems include cannons (in which an

initial charge of chemical propellant is ignited to produce a high-
pressure gas which expands in the gun barrel to accelerate the pro-
jectile down the length of the barrel),55 light gas guns (in which a
high-pressure gas is sequentially forced into the gun barrel as the
projectilemoves down the barrel),56 and ram accelerators (in which

Table 7 Summary of launch-assist catapults

Earth launch EP-thruster Low-accel.
Type only option option

Chemical
Cannon X —— ——
Light gas gun X —— X
Ram accelerator X —— X

Electromagnetic
Rail gun —— X ——
Mass driver —— X X
MagLifter —— X X

Fig. 21 Launch-assist catapult concepts.

a lightweightbarrel or tube is � lled with combustiblegasses that are
compressed and burned behind the projectile as it moves down the
tube in a manner analogousto the operationof a ramjet).57 Note that
the canon is inherently limited to high-acceleration,small-payload
projectiles;by contrast, the other systemsare in principlescalable to
longer lengths (to reduce acceleration) and larger projectiles (pay-
loads). The cannon represents the most extensively developed of
the chemical systems; for example, the High Altitude Research Pro-
gram (HARP) canon of the 1960s was aimed at developing “gun”
(cannon) launch into space; the record for gun launch to space was
achieved at the U.S. Army Yuma Proving Grounds (with a 16-in.
gun) with an 85-kg (185-lb) projectile � red to an altitude of 180 km
(112 miles).55 However, signi� cant developmentwould be required
for all of the chemical systems in order to achieve the muzzle ve-
locities (around11 km/s) required for injection of payloadsdirectly
into Earth orbit.

Electromagnetic Systems
The electromagnetic launch systems include electromagnetic

guns such as the rail gun58 and mass driver (coil gun)59 and the
launch-assist catapult magnetic levitation (MagLifter) launcher.60

As with the canon, the rail gun is inherently limited to high-
acceleration,small-payloadprojectiles;by contrast, the mass driver
and MagLifter are scalable to longer lengths and larger projectiles
(payloads).In particular, the MagLifter would have a modest length
and acceleration because it only needs to reach speeds up to just
under Mach 1, at which point a single stage to orbit (SSTO) launch
vehicle is released to � y the rest of the way to orbit. This might be
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an especially attractive implementation of an SSTO launch system
because the MagLifter provides for a signi� cant amount of launch
1V in the lower atmosphere, as well as injecting the SSTO vehicle
on an optimum� ight-pathangle(e.g.,45–55-degelevation)at a high
altitude (as the SSTO vehicle leaves the barrel of the MagLifter).
Because the demands on the MagLifter are modest compared to al-
ready demonstratedmagnetic levitation (MagLev) railroad systems
(e.g., only a roughly two-fold increase in speed), the MagLifter
can representa near-termapplicationof electromagneticlaunch.By
contrast, major feasibility issues remain unresolved for the rail gun
(rail erosion/lifetime, ef� ciency, energy storage) and mass driver
(system power switching, ultimate muzzle velocity).

Applications
Broadly speaking, these systems are interesting because of their

potential for use as launch catapults from Earth, the Moon, orbit,58

or other places. They have the potential for order-of-magnitudecost
reductionsper kilogramlaunched(if the launch rate is high enough)
over current launch capabilities, and they might enable more fre-
quent launchesfrom the same location.Launchpersonnelworkloads
will be decreased,and spaceon conventionallaunchvehicleswill be
openedup for payloads that require more attention than the “dumb,”
acceleration-insensitive payloads envisioned for these launch cata-
pult systems. Note however that, like the laser/microwave beamed-
energy systems, there remains the issue of the cost (and amorti-
zation) of the launch-assist catapult system infrastructure and its
impact on � nal operations costs.

Electromagnetic catapults are also interesting because of their
potential for use as reaction engines in a solar or nuclear electric
propulsion (SEP or NEP) system. In this con� guration the accel-
erated mass becomes the reaction mass of the rocket engine with
performance similar to those of other electric propulsion concepts
(e.g., Isp of 800–1500 lbf-s/lbm [8–15 km/s] (Ref. 61) and engine
thrust-to-weight ratios of 3 £ 10¡4 are typical]. Because any ma-
terial can be launched in the payload buckets or projectiles of the
catapults, they can be essentially omnivorous, using materials that
might otherwisebe waste (e.g., rock or soil, etc.). These devicesalso
have the potential of being very ef� cient electrically (60–95%).

Tethers
Space tethers are long cables in space that are used to couple

spacecraftto each otheror to othermassesand that allow the transfer
of energy and momentum from one object to another. They can be
used to perform a number of the functions of propulsion systems
and thereby cheat the Rocket Equation.Tether concepts range from
simple near-term concepts such as orbit raising or lowering to far-
term space elevators reaching from the surface of the Earth into
space.

Tether Applications
Some of the more near-term applications envisioned for tethers

include “trolling” the upper atmosphere from the Space Shuttle,
in-space orbit raising/lowering, surface-to-orbit launch, and elec-
tromagnetic propulsion or power production. When used for orbit
raising or launch, tethers can be either stationary (i.e., hanging) or
rotating (i.e., bolos). Descriptionsof some of these near-term tether
technologiesare discussed next.

Stationary Tethers
As just mentioned, it is possible to use tethers to reel payloads in

or out from an orbiting vehicle, such as the Space Shuttle Orbiter or
the Space Station, to reduceorbit transfer vehicle (OTV) propulsion
requirements. Note however that energy and momentum are still
conserved; the Space Shuttle Orbiter or Space Station serve the pur-
pose of a massive tether Station that minimizes altitude changes in
the center of mass of the system (payload, tether, and tether station),
as shown in Fig. 22. Thus, for payload orbit raising the tether sta-
tion will decrease in altitude; too large a momentum transfer could
even cause the system to deorbit. For a reusable system additional
propulsion is required on the tether station. The advantage here is

Fig. 22 Example of a tether used for orbit raising.

that the propulsion system on the tether station is already in place;
only additional propellant needs be resupplied. This eliminates the
cost and complexity of using a dedicated OTV to perform the orbit
raising. Finally, small moons (such as Deimos or Phobos) or as-
teroids could be used as the anchor point for the tethers; the large
mass of the moon would eliminate the need for a reboost propulsion
system.

A numberof tetherspaceexperimentshave � own; the earliestwas
during the Gemini 11/12 missions in 1967usinga 30-m tether.More
recently, the small expendabledeployer system (SEDS) missions,62

deployed from an expendable launch vehicle, have demonstrated
the longest tethers to date (20 km). They also have the unique dis-
tinction of being the � rst manmade objects in space to be visible
from the ground as a line (rather than point) source of re� ected sun-
light. Finally, designs for multistrand tethers have been developed
to mitigate the problem of space debris impacts cutting the tether.63

Rotating Tethers (Bolo and Rotavator)
Another version of the tether concept is that of the rotating tether

or bolo. This has an advantage for orbit raising in that the angular
velocity of the tether can be used to match the orbital velocity of
the pickup or drop-off points. Also, rotating tethers can be used in
arti� cial gravityapplications;they would be lighter than a rigid truss
frame connecting the two halves of a rotating habitat. In this case
the two halves would be reeled in or out to vary gravity during a
mission.However, thedynamicsand controlof the tetherduringspin
up or spin down and the perturbation caused by crew movement,
etc., need to be addressed.

One potentiallynear-termapplicationof rotatingtether systems is
their use to augment Earth-to-LEO launch, as well as LEO-to-lunar
orbit transportation systems.64 For example, a bolo system can be
used to minimize the 1V that a launch vehicle must provide to
place a payload in LEO, GEO, or lunar orbit. In this system there is
a carefulcoordinationbetweentheorbitalspeedof thecenterofmass
of the tether and the tip speed of the rotating tether so as to produce
a properly matched set of pickup and drop-off velocities. Thus, if
the LEO tether has an orbital velocity of 7.7 km/s and a tip speed of
2.4 km/s it is possible for the launch vehicle to supply only 5.3 km/s
in 1V to achieve a rendezvouswith the lower end of the tether. For
LEO deliveries the payload would be reeled-in to LEO altitude and
released. For a GEO delivery the payload would be jettisoned from
the top of the LEO tether’s swing on a LEO-to-GEO transfer ellipse.
(The tether’s tip speed of 2.4 km/s corresponds to the perigee 1V
of a LEO-to-GEO transfer ellipse.) A GEO tether, with an orbital
speed of 3.1 km/s and a tip speed of 1.3 km/s (corresponding to
the apogee 1V of a LEO-to-GEO transfer ellipse without plane
change), would rendezvous with the payload at the apogee of the
transfer ellipse and either reel in the payload to GEO or release
it at the top of the tether’s swing to send the payload on a lunar
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or Earth-escape trajectory. Finally, a rotating tether in lunar orbit
would capture the payload and reel it into lunar orbit.

In principal, if the amount of mass moving up through the system
equaledthatmovingdown, therewouldbe anoverallconservationof
momentum and thus no need for propulsion. In practice, the center-
of-mass tether station would require some propulsion capability to
return the system to its nominal altitude after an operational cycle.
This could be done with either chemical or electric propulsion, or,
as discussednext for the Earth-orbit electrodynamictether systems,
by use of a separate electromagnetictether (with power suppliedby
solar arrays) that pushes or pulls against the Earth’s magnetic � elds
to provide propulsive force.

A more far-term example of a rotating tether system is the ro-
tavator concept.64 A rotavator is a long bolo in low orbit around a
planet (or moon) in which the tether length, center-of-mass orbital
altitude, and tip speed are selected so as to produce an essentially
zero horizontal velocity at contact with the ground. This system
could directly enable an Earth-to-orbit transfer to high Earth or-
bits, translunar trajectories,or Earth escape by reaching down from
space to lift payloads from the Earth or to deposit payloads onto the
Earth.

To reach the surface of the planet, the orbital altitude should be
equal to half the length of the rotating cable. By proper adjustment
of the cable rotationperiod to the orbital period of the centerof mass
of the cable (plusor minus the planetaryrotationperiod), the relative
velocityof the planetarysurfaceand the tip of the cable can be made
zero at the time of touchdown, allowing for easy payload transfer.
A half-rotation later, the payload is at the top of the trajectory with
a cable tip velocity that is twice the orbital velocity.

Although present-day materials (e.g., Kevlar® , etc.) do not al-
low the construction of rotavators around Earth or Venus, they can
be built for Mars, Mercury, and most moons, especially including
Earth’s Moon. For Earth-orbit applications the rotavator’s extreme
length (8500 km total) and orbital dynamics stresses require the
use of advancedmaterials and construction.For example, a tapered,
rather than constant-diameter,cable is used to minimize cablemass.
Also, although a lunar rotavator could be constructedusing Kevlar,
an Earth-orbit rotavatorwould require a material comparable to that
of carbon nanotubes or crystalline diamond � laments.

Electrodynamic Tethers for Power Generation and Propulsion
A � nal near-term application of tethers involves tether interac-

tions with planetary electro-magnetic � elds. For example, an elec-
trodynamic(ED) tether,which has a current runningthroughit (with
the current loop completed from the tip of the tether back to the
spacecraft by electron conduction through the space plasma), can
interactwith the Earth’s magnetic � eld to producepower like a gen-
erator; however, as power is extracted the orbit will decay unless
propulsion is used. Conversely, if electric power is available (e.g.,
from solar cells) the current interacting with the Earth’s magnetic
� eld can produce force on the tether to act as a propulsion system.
Electric power generation was demonstrated on the Shuttle TSS-1
(tethered satellite system) � ights in 1992 and 1996. Interestingly,
the 1996 � ight also inadvertentlydemonstrated the orbit raising ca-
pability of tethers when the cable was severed as a result of current
heating of a weak spot in the tether’s insulation.

NASA MSFC is currently preparing a Pro-SEDS (propulsive
small expendabledeployersystem) � ight demonstrationof a propul-
sive ED tether.65 This missionwill use a power-generatingED tether
to deorbit a chemical upper stage (after it is used to inject a satel-
lite towards GEO). This will have the effect of removing the upper
stage as a source of space debris, without the need for any onboard
chemicalpropellant.Once demonstrated,when ProSEDS is used on
future � ights, the chemical propellant that would ordinarily have to
be kept in reserve to deorbit the spent stage could be used to inject
a larger payload on a GEO transfer orbit.

For this mission the ED tether will use a small amount of the
electric power generated by the ED tether for operation of the Pro-
SEDS system. The bulk of the electric power will be dissipatedby a
simple resistiveload.As justdiscussed,becauseenergyis conserved,
extractionof electricalenergycausesa decreasein the orbital energy

of the stage, ultimately causing the stage to spiral in until air drag
causes it to reenter and burn up in the atmosphere.

Earth-to-GEO Space Elevator
The most extreme example of a tether system is the Earth-to-

GEO space elevator66 or SkyHook or Beanstalk). In this system64

the space elevatorcenter-of-massstation is in GEO; the tetherhangs
down 35,785 km to the Earth with no relative horizontal velocity.
A second tether section, 110,000 km long, extends up to provide
an orbital dynamics and mass balance to the Earth-to-GEO section.
Payloadswould travelup or down the tether; if they were releasedin
LEO, they would need a propulsion system (or a launch-assistcata-
pulton the spaceelevatorat theLEO altitude)to increasetheirorbital
velocity from that of GEO (3.1 km/s) to that of LEO (7.7 km/s). Pay-
loads released above GEO would be released into a transfer ellipse
to higher altitude, for example, release along the upper section of
the tether at an altitude of 78,000 km would provide for Earth es-
cape. Like the rotavator already discussed, the GEO space elevator
requiresadvancedmaterials (carbonnanotubeor diamond-� lament)
tapered cables, but a lunar or Martian GEO space elevator could be
constructed with existing materials like Kevlar. Thus, the signi� -
cant investments being made in carbon nanotube and diamond-� lm
technology for commercial applications can have a major reverse
spin-off impact on Earth-to-orbit transportationby enabling the ro-
tavator and GEO space elevator concepts.

Finally, space elevators, at least on Earth, should be considered
as a far-term concept (although they appear technically feasible for
use on the smaller moons in the solar system) because of the need
for advancedmaterials.However, beyond the technologicaldemand
is the issue of the sheer size of these systems. Nevertheless, even
thoughthis concepthas infrastructurerequirementsrivalingthoseof
major historical construction projects (e.g., the interstate highway
system), it also holds the promiseof reducingper-launchcosts down
to those associated with the intrinsic electric energy cost of raising
an object in the Earth’s gravity � eld and accelerating it to orbital
velocity (e.g., 1–2 $/kg from Earth to LEO).

Extraterrestrial Resource Utilization
One method of signi� cantly extending our reach into space is to

make use of materials (e.g., propellants,structuralmaterials, shield-
ing) derived from extraterrestrialsources.For example, in a sample
return mission propellant required for the return trip could be made
from indigenous materials at the landing site. This eliminates the
need to carrypropellantfor the return trip all the way out fromEarth,
resulting in considerable savings in weight. This saving in weight,
however, is reduced somewhat by the weight of machinery required
to make the propellant at the landing site.

As shown in Fig. 23, a number of extraterrestrial resource uti-
lization (ETRU) concepts have been demonstrated for producing
propellants for chemical rockets. For example, a water electrolysis
cell can be used to convert water (H2O) into chemical propellant

Fig. 23 Extraterrestrial resource utilization.
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fuel and oxidizer,H2 and O2. This could also be used to producehy-
drogen for a nuclear thermal rocket with the oxygensimply dumped
overboard(or burned in a LANTR system).The readyavailabilityof
water-ice on the Earth’s moon, Mars and its moons, the outer-planet
moons, and comets or asteroids makes this an attractive approach
for sample return or multiplanet, multimoon missions.

Water is not the only potential propellant feedstock. Several
schemes have been devised to produce propellants from carbon
dioxide (CO2/ in the Martian atmosphere67 because of the major
savings in Earth launch mass that can be realized for piloted mis-
sions. For example, O2 could be produced that could be burned with
fuel carried from Earth (e.g., methane, CH4). Note that in many
of these concepts, oxidizer (O2) production is emphasized because
the oxidizer weight is typically 5 to 10 times the fuel weight in
a chemical propulsion system. Alternatively, the carbon monoxide
(CO) produced in the CO2 decomposition reaction could be used
as fuel; although an O2/CO propulsion system would have low per-
formance (Isp » 260 lbf-s/lbm [2.5 km/s]), the ready availability of
free propellant can compensate for the low performance. Finally,
if water is available on Mars for ETRU it can be combined with
CO2 to produce methane and oxygen propellants by the Sabatier
reaction. Alternatively, CO2 from the Martian atmosphere can be
burned directly with a reactive fuel such as magnesium (brought
from Earth).68

It is even possible to process soil to produce oxygen, so that,
quite literally, any rock in the solar system can be used as propellant
feedstock.One approach under considerationis the use of lunar soil
(regolith)69 to provide oxygen for cis-lunar chemical propulsion.70

It might even be possible to derive fairly pure metals like a alu-
minum from a lunar regolithprocessingsystem; the metals could be
then burned with excess O2 to give a high T/W propulsion system
with an Isp around 200–300 lbf-s/lbm (2–3 km/s) (Ref. 71). Again,
the low Isp is countered by the ability to use totally nonterrestrial
materials for propellant.

On a larger scale involving the future industrializationof space,
ETRU methods will be particularly important because they provide
a virtually unlimited supply of propellant and other raw materials.
A lunar oxygenproductionsystem has already been mentioned that
could supply extensive commercial cis-lunar space transportation
operationsor spaceindustrialization.Hydrogenis also very valuable
for both propulsion and industrial uses; unfortunately, the Moon is
lacking in known large sources of hydrogen other than as water-
ice. Fortunately, there appears to be signi� cant deposits of water-
ice in permanently shadowed craters or permafrost layers at the
lunar poles.Actually, any source of extraterrestrialhydrogen(water,
methane, ammonia, etc.) could be used so that bodies containing
these chemicals, like the asteroids,Mars, or comets and their nuclei,
could become important sourcesof hydrogen.Failing the discovery
of a readilyavailablesourceof hydrogen,nuclear thermal or electric
propulsion systems could be developed that used lunar-produced
oxygen as propellant mass, such as the LANTR concept discussed
in the Nuclear Propulsion section.

Also, there are a number of trace gases that, although they
do not represent large masses, can be important for life support
(e.g., nitrogen [N2]) or other applications.For example, the isotope
He3 is important as a nuclear fusion fuel for aneutronic (neutron-
free) fusion propulsion and power concepts; it is present in small
quantities in lunar regolith and in the atmospheres of the outer
planets.

A � nal category of ETRU concepts are those that make use
of an indigenous planetary atmosphere as the propellant working
� uid mass. For example, H2 from Jupiter’s atmosphere could be
used. These concepts would include ramjets, detonationpropulsion
schemes, and a “burn-anything” nuclear thermal rocket. In all of
these “scooper” schemes, a mass of free propellant working � uid
is collected on site and therefore does not need to be carried along
from Earth. An energy source (nuclear reactor, etc.) is used to heat
this mass of propellant.For those systems using an atmosphere like
that of Earth or Venus, the Isp is fairly low because the average
molecular weight of the atmosphere is so large compared to that of
H2 . However, this low Isp is again counteredby the ready availabil-

ity of propellant mass and, for a planet like Venus, by the ability to
operate in a high-pressureatmosphere.72

Finally, the ultimate ETRU concept is the Bussard Interstellar
Ramjet,73 in which interstellar hydrogen is scooped to provide pro-
pellant mass for a fusion propulsion system. Interstellar hydrogen
would be ionized and then collected by an electromagnetic � eld.
Onset of ramjet operation is at a velocity of about 4% the speed
of light (c). Although the Bussard Interstellar Ramjet is very at-
tractive for interstellar missions because of its unlimited range and
potential for ultrarelativisticspeeds (À0.5c), there are several very
major feasibility issues associated with its operation, such as fu-
sion of hydrogen (e.g., it might be necessary to collect interstellar
deuteriumand discard the hydrogen),design of the electromagnetic
scoop, and momentum drag from the collected hydrogen vs thrust
from the fusion engine (with an exhaust velocity of only 3%c).74

Breakthrough Physics Propulsion
The termbreakthroughphysicspropulsion(BPP)75 coversa range

of topics that representcutting-edgetheoryand experimentthathave
the potential not only to revolutionize transportation and commu-
nications but also to produce as fundamental a paradigm shift in
humanity’s view of the nature of physical reality in the 21st century
as did relativityand quantummechanicsat the beginningof the 20th
century. For example, there were a number of serious problems in
physics at the end of the 19th century (e.g., the sun’s energy output
over time, radioactivity, Mercury’s orbit, the photoelectric effect,
blackbody UV emission, and atomic line spectra) that could not be
understoodbasedon the reigning theoreticalmodels of the day (e.g.,
Newton and Maxwell). The problems in 19th century physics were
addressed by totally new theoretical and experimental paradigms
(e.g., relativity and quantum mechanics). Today, there are equally
vexing problems that are not understood by our current theories
(e.g., missing mass of the universe, the new cosmological constant,
nakedsingularities,time machinesnot forbidden,missing solar neu-
trinos, imaginary mass neutrinos, and instantaneous quantum state
communication). It is the nature of breakthrough physics that at
this very moment a new Albert Einstein or Max Planck might be
creating the new models of the universe that will revolutionize our
understandingof nature in the 21st century and beyond.

The main objective of the NASA BPP program is to advance sci-
ence so as to provide for new foundations for breakthroughpropul-
sion technology. Speci� cally, the goal is to produce incremental,
credible, and measurable progress toward conquering the ultimate
breakthroughsneeded to revolutionizespace travel and enable inter-
stellar voyages. The technical aspects being pursued can be divided
into three categories:

1) Mass: Discover new propulsion methods that eliminate or
dramatically reduce the need for propellant. This includes such
propellantless concepts as inertialess space drives, gravity shield-
ing/antigravity, and thrusting against the zero-point vacuum � eld.

2) Speed: Discover how to circumvent existing limits to dramati-
cally reduce transit times. This includessuch faster-than-lighttrans-
portation concepts as wormholes and warp drives.

3) Energy: Discover new energy methods to power these propul-
sion devices.This includesapproachessuch as extractingzero-point
energy (Casimir Effect) from the vacuum of space itself.

Programmatic progress has included identi� cation of issues and
the potential for a research program. This was followed with a
solicitation for proposals emphasizing experimental testing of the-
oretical predictions of anomalous (i.e., nonclassical/relativistic)
behavior. An advisory counsel was convened to review the
proposals, and selected tasks were funded. Results have been pub-
lished in peer-reviewed journals.Unfortunately,funding for all rev-
olutionary propulsion (including BPP) was cut in 2003.

Summary
As can be seen, there are an extraordinary number of advanced

propulsion concepts. Virtually any one of these could revolution-
ize space exploration. However, the historical reality is such that
it typically takes decades to go from concept to � ight. As speci� c
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examples, Tsiolkovsky identi� ed O2/H2 as the ultimate propellant
combination for chemical propulsion, yet this technology did not
enter routineservice until the 1950s.Similarly, ion thrusterdevelop-
ment was begun in earnest in the late 1950s, yet the � rst deep-space
solar electric propulsion (SEP) system did not � y until 1998.

There are several factors that inhibit the rapid development of
advanced propulsion technology.For example, basic research is of-
ten tied to a graduate student’s life cycle (e.g., 4 Cyears). One very
serious issue is the dramatic cost increase over the developmental
life of a research program as one goes from basic research or paper
studies (typically a few $100K) to several $100M for space � ight
missions.

Nevertheless,althoughcostly,� ightdemonstrationmissions(e.g.,
New Millennium DS-1 SEP) are critical for acceptance by project
managerswho historicallyare very risk adverse.And althoughit is a
cliché, it is neverthelesstrue that “Nothing succeedslike success”—
since the success of DS-1, many proposals have been submitted
for SEP missions and are now being approved for study. Even the
Project Prometheus JIMO NEP system, which would require ad-
vanced,high-power,high-Isp ionengines,mighthavebeenperceived
as far riskier without the success of the NSTAR ion engine on DS-1.

Based on these observations,we can make some predictions for
the future use of advancedpropulsion technologies.(Of course, any
of these predictions could be altered by changes in national policy,
e.g., an Apollo-scale commitment in space, or, alternatively, a ma-
jor breakthroughin our understandingof physics.) In the near-term
(5–15 years)we would expect to see a continuedroboticexploration
of the solar system. In this time frame we are basically limited to
what is already in development(as opposed to basic research).Thus
we can predict the use of SEP and NEP (e.g., Project Prometheus
JIMO) employing advanced ion and/or Hall thrusters. Also, we can
anticipate the use of aeroassist (with medium-high lift-to-drag ratio
[L/D] aero-brake/capture as opposed to very low L/D aerobraking
used today)at the targetplanet,with chemicalor SEP used for injec-
tion. Other possibilitiesincludesolar sails, solar thermalpropulsion,
and momentum exchange tethers.

In the midterm (15–30 years) we can expect a return to human
missionsbeyond low Earth orbit, includingexplorationof the Moon
and Mars. For these missions with their large payloads and a pre-
mium placed on trip time for the piloted portion of the mission,
nuclear thermal propulsion (NERVA/LANTR, bimodal) is a likely
candidate. High-power (MWe-class) SEP and NEP might be at-
tractive for cargo missions that are less time sensitive than the pi-
loted portionof the mission.Extraterrestrialresourceutilizationcan
be used to produce propellants on the Moon, Mars, or the moons
of Mars. Also, towards the end of this time frame, we might see
ultra-high-power100-MWe class (multimegawatt) NEP for piloted
Mars missions. These systems could compete with nuclear thermal
propulsion because the economy-of-scale in the NEP systems re-
sults in a dramatic decrease in speci� c mass (kg/kWe),30 and thus
increase in T/W (acceleration),as compared to more modest-power
NEP vehicles. Finally, we will continue aggressive robotic explo-
ration of the solar system and beyond; in this era we should begin
to see an increase in the use of microtechnologies for spacecraft
systems includingpropulsion,as well as our � rst tentative steps into
interstellar space with precursor missions beyond the heliosphere
using advanced solar sails or NEP.

In the far term (30C years) we should see the realization of rou-
tine, low-cost, fast access to anywhere in the solar system.However,
in order to do this we will need to operate space systems at an un-
precedented scale of performance and size. These very demanding
technologies,which are in the basic researchphase today, might in-
clude options like gas-core � ssion, fusion, or antimatter-catalyzed
� ssion/fusion propulsion. There is also a category of systems that
use a large, preexisting infrastructure as a means of reducing the
operating costs of space missions, such as launch-assist catapults,
laser propulsion ETO launch vehicles, or the space elevator. How-
ever, for these systems there remains the issue of capital investment
and amortization of the initial infrastructure; in effect, we have to
ask “Who builds the interstate highway system?” before the � rst
dollar of revenue is collected.

Finally, in the very far term (22nd century?) we can at least dream
of interstellar missions using advanced � ssion, fusion, antimatter,
or laser sails, for, as Tsiolkovsky said a century ago, “Earth is the
cradle of humanity, but one cannot live in a cradle forever.”2
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